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General introduction | 1
General introduction
The aim of the present thesis is to investigate how lateral brain functions (left and right 
hemisphere-functioning) and interhemispheric communication are associated with self-
reported symptoms of Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) in adults from 
the dimensional perspective. In the following paragraphs, we have presented a short 
overview about ADHD, its dimensional conceptualization, and the relevance of studying 
adulthood ADHD. Next, we have explained terms of brain laterality and interhemispheric 
communication and how they are in individuals diagnosed with ADHD. After we have ended 
with a conclusion and general research question, we have described the thesis outline in the 
last section.
What is ADHD?
ADHD is a condition of which humans are aware of for the last 200 years, yet identifying 
the clinical characteristics and nomenclature of the dysfunctions underlying the condition 
has changed over the time (for review, see Lange, Reichl, Lange, Tucha, & Tucha, 2010). 
Nowadays, it is referred to as a disorder that results in symptoms of hyperactivity, impulsivity 
and inattention. But, also motivation and higher-order functions including inhibitory control, 
cognitive flexibility, planning, and spatial and verbal working memory can be affected 
(Alderson, Kasper, Hudec, & Patros, 2013; Barkley, Grodzinsky, & Dupaul, 1992; Cubillo, 
Halari, Smith, Taylor, & Rubia, 2012; Fuermaier et al., 2015; McInnes, Humphries, Hogg-
Johnson, & Tannock, 2003; Shue & Douglas, 1992). The persistency and pervasiveness of these 
symptoms can severely interfere with abilities to function well in education and workplace, 
they also affect the ability to establish and maintain interpersonal, social relationships (Barkley, 
Murphy, & Fischer, 2008; Birchwood & Daley, 2012; Daley & Birchwood, 2010; Humphreys 
et al., 2013; Ramsay & Rostain, 2008), and increases risky behaviors in gambling, sex, driving, 
and drug abuse (for review, see Groen, Gaastra, Lewis-Evans, & Tucha, 2013).
The DSM classification system differentiates ADHD into the predominantly inattentive, 
the predominantly hyperactive-impulsive, and the combined type. According to the DSM, 
individuals are categorized as having ADHD if they do meet specific criteria. An example of 
such criteria is that individuals must exhibit a specific number of symptoms (six for children 
and five for adults) from either the inattention or the hyperactivity-impulsivity type or both, 
and the symptoms must last at least six months in two different settings such as school and 
home (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). The DSM classification supports clinicians 
to decide who is entitled to receive treatment and reimbursement of costs in the health care 
system.
The dimensional conceptualization of ADHD
Most of the ADHD research has selected target participants according to the DSM classification, 
investigating cognitive and motivational dysfunctions and possible involved brain regions that 
underlie the behavioral symptoms. Although this type of research is acknowledged for the 
achieved progress in diagnosing, understanding, and treating ADHD, in spite of all effort, the 
research outcome has not led to straightforward interpretation. Beauchaine (2003) discussed 
that the DSM classification may have some limitations in research. One of the limitations is 
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that it is primarily based on operational criteria that neglect many other kinds of symptoms 
and contexts, which may be clinically relevant (for review, see Purper-Ouakil, Wohl, Michel, 
Mouren, & Gorwood, 2004). Another limitation is that the binary classification (having or 
not having the disorder) is not able to define people who are at risk and does not capture the 
development processes of the disorder and its etiological mechanism (Beauchaine, 2003).
Currently, researchers are increasingly shifting towards the dimensional conceptualization 
of ADHD, which considers all varying quantitative degrees, over a wide range, of ADHD 
symptoms presented in various dimensions. Using the dimensional approach, statistical 
profiles for ADHD characteristics can be generated from the general population. It is assumed 
that clinical ADHD may represent the extreme end of quantitative characteristics which 
are normally distributed in the general population. In addition, analyses of dimensional 
measures offer greater statistical power than categorical measures (for review, see Coghill & 
Sonuga‐Barke, 2012). Consistent with the dimensional approach, Fergusson and Horwood 
(1995) found that continuous measures of externalizing behaviors were better predictors 
of subsequent substance abuse and delinquent behaviors, than the DSM classification. The 
dimensionality of ADHD has been studied on the basis of self-reports, some outcomes 
revealed that continuous ADHD behaviors can predict reduced total brain volume (Hoogman 
et al., 2012), especially after controlling for anxiety and depression symptoms (Das, Cherbuin, 
Anstey, Abhayaratna, & Easteal, 2014). ADHD behaviors are also correlated with volumes of 
the left nucleus accumbens, a region overlapping the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and left 
hippocampal (Das et al., 2014). These outcomes, in particular, emphasize the dimensional 
aspect of neurobiological substrates of ADHD. The shifting towards the dimensional approach 
is thought to advance our understanding of pathophysiological and etiological mechanisms 
underlying the disorder (see, Marcus & Barry, 2011; for meta-analysis see, Nikolas & Burt, 
2010), and was recently taken into account by the latest edition of the DSM (DSM-5).
Studying ADHD in adults
For many years, ADHD has been considered non-existent in adulthood (Davidson, 2008; 
Faraone, Biederman, & Mick, 2006; Hill & Schoener, 1996; Kessler et al., 2006; Simon, 
Czobor, Bálint, Mészáros, & Bitter, 2009). It is true that the childhood condition may last for 
many years, yet disappear in early or late adolescence. Reasons (for disappearing symptoms 
in adulthood) may be further maturation of the brain during puberty, or learning to control 
the symptoms with age. However, various longitudinal studies indicate that the symptoms 
maintain into adulthood in approximately 60 percent of the cases (Davidson, 2008; Franke 
et al., 2012; Kooij, 2013). One might argue that the persisting symptoms into adulthood may 
represent the core symptoms of ADHD. Apart from that, many studies have taught us much 
about the outcome of ADHD in childhood, but less is known about the outcome of ADHD 
in adults. An improved understanding of the long-term outcome of ADHD has important 
implications for clinicians, scientists and public health society. Clinicians need to know 
when the clinical picture indicates degradation over time. For scientists, improved efforts in 
studying adults can help identify long-term risk factors in ADHD and can help characterize 
early predictors of morbidity. For a public health society, the ability to predict the course 
could help focus limited societal resources for only those with and at risk for ADHD.
11
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Brain laterality and interhemispheric communication
The term brain laterality indicates that the two halves/hemispheres of the brain are not 
symmetric in structure and functioning. The study of brain laterality has a long tradition in 
neurosciences (starting approximately during the end of the 19th- century). For a historical 
review see Davidson and Hugdahl (1995) and Stephan, Fink, and Marshall (2007). Pioneers 
of brain lateralization are, for instance, Franz Gall, who speculated that the brain is divided 
into segregated regions with their own functional specializations, and Paul Broca and Carl 
Wernicke who discovered that the left hemisphere is involved in linguistic processing. There 
is a good evidence that the majority of the population shows left hemisphere dominance 
for language (Knecht et al., 2000; Knecht, Dräger, & Deppe, 2000) and right hemisphere 
dominance for visuospatial information processing (see, Corballis, 2003; Longo, Trippier, 
Vagnoni, & Lourenco, 2015). However, evidence of considerable individual differences in the 
lateralized organization of brain functions was recently presented (Lust, et al., 2011; Lust, 
Geuze, Groothuis, & Bouma, 2011), possibly affected by factors such as handedness, gender, 
and age (Eviatar, Hellige, & Zaidel, 1997; Reuter-Lorenz et al., 2000).
There is a link between brain laterality and communication between the two hemispheres 
materialized in three theories (Stephan, Marshall, Penny, Friston, & Fink, 2007). The first 
theory is based on the notion of “information transfer” (Poffenberger, 1912). For instance, 
during verbal task processing, information transfer increases from the right hemisphere to 
the language areas in the left hemisphere to ensure the most efficient processing. The second 
theory of interhemispheric cooperation proposes that the two hemispheres are able to 
process information apart when stimuli are simple: Thus, communication between the two 
hemispheres is not needed or minimum and lateral processing increases. As soon as stimuli 
become more complex the two hemispheres start to work together, and as a result, there will 
be less lateral processing. Given a sufficiently demanding task, interhemispheric cooperation 
increases during lateralized tasks, even when the dominant hemisphere receives the stimulus 
(Banich, 1998; Belger & Banich, 1998; Hellige & Cox, 1976; Liederman, 1986; Passarotti 
et al., 2002; Weissman & Banich, 2000). The third theory proposed by Kinsbourne (1970) 
focuses on the functional balance between the two hemispheres, also called interhemispheric 
inhibition, which is mediated by mutual inhibition between homotopic brain regions. 
From this perspective, the most dominant hemisphere is suppressing the other one. Note: 
interhemispheric inhibition has been found mainly in the context of motor tasks (Ferbert et 
al., 1992; Daskalakis, Christensen, Fitzgerald, Roshan, & Chen, 2002). 
To study brain laterality and interhemispheric communication in ADHD symptomatology 
as measured by self-reports, we used the Banich paradigm (1990). Therefore, the results are 
explained in terms of the second theory of interhemispheric cooperation. In the paradigm, 
task complexity and trial type (across or within hemisphere/visual field) are manipulated. 
Participants typically perform a less complex task that requires only simple perceptual matching 
in one condition and a more complex task that requires at least one additional computational 
step. For both tasks, half of the trials are presented within the same visual field in which 
relevant items are initially processed by the contralateral hemisphere and the other half are 
presented across visual fields in which relevant items are processed by the two hemispheres. 
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Typically, task complexity and trial type interact. That is to say for the more complex task the 
performance is better on across visual fields/hemispheres trials; while, for the less complex 
task the performance is better on within-hemisphere trials or equal between within and 
across hemispheres trials. We also used a lateralized lexical decision paradigm proposed by 
McKeever and Huling (1971). This paradigm is often used to measure functional hemispheric 
differences in language processing in healthy, split brain, dyslexic, schizophrenic, and ADHD 
subjects (Bloch & Zaide, 1996; Hale et al., 2005; Iacoboni & Zaidel, 1996; Narr et al., 2003; 
Willemin et al., 2016; Zaidel, 1998; Zaidel, 2001). The basic procedure involves measuring 
how quickly and accurately people recognize stimuli, presented in each hemisphere/visual 
field, as words or nonwords. The most repeated finding is that words are better recognized in 
the right visual field/the left hemisphere in most of right-handed people. Few studies showed 
that nonwords are better processed in the left visual field/the right hemisphere. Using the 
above mentioned divided visual field experimental designs, we take advantage of the way in 
which the visual pathways (from the eyes to the visual cortex) are lateralized. Visual stimuli 
presented to the right side of a fixation point are initially available to the left hemisphere at 
the first phases of processing and conversely, visual stimuli that appear on the left side of the 
fixation are initially processed by the right hemisphere. In this way, observed improvement 
in task performance in some aspects of a particular task may reflect functional advantage of 
one cerebral hemisphere above the other (e.g., better performance for words presented to the 
right visual field compared to words presented in the left visual field reflects a left hemisphere 
functional advantage in processing words). 
The relevance of studying brain laterality and interhemispheric communication 
in ADHD 
The relevance of studying brain laterality in people with varying scores on ADHD scales is as 
follows. Many studies have suggested that abnormal hemispheric asymmetries in patients with 
ADHD are involved in a variety of ADHD symptoms and related cognitive processes (Braun, 
Delisle, Suffren, & Bolduc, 2013; Hale et al., 2008; Hale et al., 2009; Hale et al., 2010; Jaworska 
et al., 2013; Jones, Craver-Lemley, & Barrett, 2008; Song & Hakoda, 2012). Some researchers 
have argued that ADHD is a right hemisphere dysfunction syndrome based on two main 
clinical findings: first, patients with right hemisphere lesions showed similar symptoms of 
those with ADHD (Miller, Miller, Bloom, Hynd, & Craggs, 2006; Stefanatos, & Wasserstein, 
2001). Second, studies on attention have suggested that the right hemisphere is playing a more 
dominant role in attentional functions such as sustained and orienting attention, known to 
be impaired in patients with ADHD (Kingstone, 2015; Longo et al., 2015; Petersen & Posner, 
2012; Wright, Makin, & Bertamini, 2015). Others reported functional abnormalities in the left 
hemisphere as confirmed by a remarkable overlap between the disorder with reading disorders 
and difficulties in naming tasks (Bellani, Moretti, Perlini, & Brambilla, 2011; Hale et al., 2005; 
Levy, Young, Bennett, Martin, & Hay, 2013; Malone, Kershner, & Siegel, 1988; Tamm et al., 
2014; Tannock, Martinussen, & Frijters, 2000). Zametkin et al. (1990) and Zametkin et al. 
(1993) suggested that individuals with hyperactive and impulsive symptoms have left frontal 
lobe deficits during motor performance. In a review by Bonvicini, Faraone, and Scassellati 
(2016) a relationship between genes differentially expressed in the two hemispheres and 
the vulnerability to ADHD was suggested. The authors discussed the role of brain-specific 
13
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angiogenesis inhibitor 1-associated protein 2 (BAIAP2) in the susceptibility for ADHD in 
adults. The BAIAP2 is expressed at higher levels in the left hemisphere and participates in 
neuronal proliferation and maturation. 
In addition, neuroimaging studies reported atypical lateral brain activity during the resting 
state and the performing cognitive tasks: subjects with ADHD show greater asymmetry with 
more activation in the right hemisphere than in the left hemisphere during the resting state, 
and more activation in the left hemisphere than in the right hemisphere during cognitive 
performance (Chabot & Serfontein, 1996; Cubillo et al., 2010; Ernst et al., 1999; Ernst, 
Zametkin, Matochik, Jons, & Cohen, 1998; Hart, Radua, Mataix-Cols, & Rubia, 2012; Sieg, 
Gaffney, Preston, & Hellings, 1995). 
Instead of discussing strict lateralized deficits in ADHD, Hale et al. (2009) and Hale et al. 
(2008) suggested an alternative view of abnormal interhemispheric interaction as an important 
clue to the nature of abnormal laterality in ADHD. In this view, abnormal interaction 
between the two hemispheres leads to imbalanced left-right hemisphere contributions to 
information processing during arousal and attentional regulation tasks. Much support comes 
from anatomical studies showing structural abnormalities in the corpus callosum in ADHD. 
The corpus callosum is the largest white matter structure in the brain that connects the two 
hemispheres and is thought to contribute to the functional specialization of the hemispheres 
by mediating information transfer between hemispheres. Neuroimaging studies consistently 
found smaller corpus callosum in individuals with ADHD (Valera et al., 2006; Hutchinson, 
Mathias & Banich, 2008). More specifically, a smaller splenium size was found to be related 
to higher levels of hyperactivity and restlessness (Schnoebelen, 2005); also sub-regions such 
as the genu and the isthmus of the corpus callosum were found to be smaller in subjects with 
ADHD (Antshel, Conchelos, Lanzetta, Fremont, & Kates, 2005; Baumgardner et al., 1996; 
Cao et al., 2010; Hynd et al., 1991; for review, see Paul, 2010). These callosal sub-regions 
mediate higher-order cognition and sensory-motor processing. The smaller size of the 
corpus callosum may be due to less myelination, small diameter, and/or low density of neural 
axons, factors known to cause lower speed of neural information transfer. Consequently, 
the structural deviance may have substantial impact on the function of the corpus callosum 
causing slow interhemispheric communication (Hoptman et al. 1996). However, the findings 
of the existing few behavioral studies have failed to support this notion. Surprisingly, some 
studies reported faster interhemispheric transfer time in ADHD subjects relative to controls 
(Amano, 2002; Brown & Vickers, 2004; Hagelthorn, 1998; Rolfe, Kirk, & Waldie, 2007).
In conclusion, the outcome of the laterality studies on clinical ADHD populations fulfilling 
the DSM criteria is far from clear to answer the following question: to what extent do lateral 
brain functions (left and right hemisphere-functioning) and interhemispheric interaction 
contribute to the severity of ADHD symptoms and related problems as measured by a self-
report questionnaire? This general question is the guideline of the present thesis focused 
on dimensional measures of ADHD in adults. In addition, the present thesis elaborates on 




Outline of the thesis
In chapter 2 we investigate the dimensional relationship between interhemispheric interaction 
and self-reported ADHD symptoms. In other words, we test whether self-reported ADHD 
is related to disorganized brain functioning due to weak cooperation between two cerebral 
hemispheres. Many neuroanatomical studies showed that the size of the corpus callosum is 
reduced in subjects who diagnosed with ADHD. However, there is no clear evidence that 
structural anomaly in the corpus callosum leads to less or affected cooperation between 
the two hemispheres. Here, we measured ADHD in a, relatively, larger sample than clinical 
samples and controlled for possible mood comorbid disorders1 in adults (depression, anxiety, 
and stress).
In chapter 3 we elaborate on hemisphere functioning by investigating how self-reported 
ADHD symptoms are related to both the left hemisphere specialization in verbal information 
processing and the right hemisphere specialization in visuospatial information processing. 
Information about lateral brain dysfunctions in subjects with DSM-ADHD diagnosis is still 
inconclusive; albeit most evidence favors abnormal right hemisphere-functioning. As in 
chapter 2, we test the relationship between brain laterality and ADHD symptoms from the 
dimensional perspective.
In chapter 4 rather than focusing on only the DSM-criteria of ADHD (inattention, hyperactivity, 
and/or impulsivity), we test whether self-reported ADHD symptoms and difficulties 
in allocating sufficient effort to regulate the energetic state of the subjects (a requirement 
to complete any cognitive task i.e., state regulation deficit) are related to hemispheric 
functioning. For healthy people, hemispheric asymmetry in regulating the energetic state has 
been reported in many studies. For individuals with ADHD, there are many indications of 
atypical lateral cerebral activation during task conditions in which allocating more effort is 
needed and during resting state wherein no effort allocation is needed. Again, we address this 
relationship from the dimensional perspective.
In chapter 5 we investigate whether error processing in adults with high scores on an ADHD 
questionnaire deviates from typical error processing in adults with low ADHD symptoms. We 
also explore the role of each cerebral hemisphere and state regulation in error processing. A 
reasonable number of behavioral, EEG, fMRI, and clinical studies have suggested that the left 
hemisphere is a likely candidate to play a dominant role in error processing. However, a clear 
conclusion about hemispheric specialization in error processing is far from precise. Because 
subjects with ADHD have abnormal brain laterality, it could be speculated that deviant error 
processing in ADHD may result from such abnormality. Another line of research has implicitly 
shown that the energetic state of motor activation (a tonic readiness to give a motor response 
during the response preparation phase) tapping the left hemisphere functioning affects post-
error response adjustments in ADHD. Consequently, we explore the role of state regulation 
and its possible interaction with hemispheric functioning in post-error response adjustments. 
1 The term “comorbid disorders” is used to refer to the presence of one or more additional disorders 
that co-existing with ADHD.
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The final chapter 6 will provide a summary of the main results, integrate the findings and 
discuss these with regard to existing literature, discuss the limitations of the present study and 






Purpose: The present study applied the dimensional approach to test whether self-reported 
symptoms of Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) in adults are associated with 
the speed of interhemispheric interaction. 
Method: A sample of first grade students (N = 112) completed the Conners’ Adult ADHD 
Rating Scales and letter matching reaction time tasks. In the tasks, participants had to match 
a single target letter displayed below the fixation cross, either on left or right visual field, with 
one of two letters displayed above the fixation cross one letter on each visual field. For each 
task, identical letters were presented either within the same visual field (within hemisphere 
condition) or across visual fields (across hemisphere condition). Interhemispheric interaction 
was indexed as the difference in mean reaction time between within and across hemisphere 
conditions. Comorbid problems such as depression, anxiety and stress may affect task 
performance and are controlled for in this study. 
Results: Multivariable regression analyses and repeated measure analyses of variance 
indicated that self-reported ADHD symptomology, especially hyperactivity, in the presence 
of stress was weakly but significantly associated with fast interhemispheric interaction.
19
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Introduction
A recent meta-analytic review indicates that childhood and adulthood attention-deficit/
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD: DSM-IV) are characterized by compromised information 
processing skills including executive function demonstrated in reaction time studies (Kofler, 
Rapport, Sarver, Raiker, & Orban, 2013). These cognitive skills are traditionally associated with 
prefrontal lobe functioning, and indeed, brain mapping studies reported reduced activation 
in fronto-parietal-cerebral areas (see for instance the meta-analysis of Hart, Radua, Mataix-
Cols, & Rubia, 2012). Moreover, evidence is growing that cognitive skills including executive 
function also rely on the cooperation between the two cerebral hemispheres subserved by 
the corpus callosum (Jacobs, Harvey, & Anderson, 2011; Schulte & Müller-Oehring, 2010; 
Woodward, Clark, Pritchard, Anderson, & Inder, 2011). This suggests that compromised 
information processing skills in ADHD may be associated with inefficient interhemispheric 
communication.
Recent meta-analytic reviews on the structure of the corpus callosum in patients with ADHD 
concluded that there is some evidence that its size is reduced; however, some potential 
confounders have to be taken into consideration such as a small sample size, some patients were 
on medication during the assessment. Moreover, most of the studies included patients with 
comorbid disorders such as oppositional defiant disorder and conduct disorder (Hutchinson, 
Mathias, & Banich, 2008; van Linschoten, Clydesdale, Dierckx, & Mous, 2013). With regard 
to corpus callosum functioning, studies using visual stimuli reported either faster (Brown & 
Vickers, 2004; Hagelthorn, 1998; Rolfe, Kirk, & Waldie, 2007), or similar interhemispheric 
interaction between patients with ADHD and the norm (Amano, 2000; Hale et al., 2005). 
In addition, two dichotic listening studies provided some indication that interhemispheric 
interaction is compromised in patients with ADHD with deficits located in one hemisphere 
and/or poor interhemispheric interaction (Hale et al., 2009; Hale, Zaidel, McGough, Phillips, 
& McCracken, 2006).
Inconsistencies in findings might at least partly be caused by complex interactions between 
group factors such as age, IQ, gender, different types of comorbidities (Hudziak, Achenbach, 
Althoff, & Pine, 2007), handedness (Rodriguez et al., 2010), different task characteristics and 
a variety of instruments used for classification. Moreover, what the studies have in common 
is that they were carried out along the lines of the categorical approach; i.e., the participating 
individuals with ADHD fulfilled the DSM criteria.
There are several reasons to prefer a dimensional approach above the categorical approach 
when studying the relation between speed of interhemispheric interaction and ADHD 
symptomatology. The dimensional approach does not require the arbitrary dichotomization 
of individuals into categories based on an all-or-none principle, but positions individuals on 
a continuum (Parens & Johnston, 2009). Consequently, it is by definition focused on a non-
clinical or a mixed population and is therefore less vulnerable to comorbidities involved in 
clinical ADHD and its variability in medical history (Hudziak et al., 2007; Verdoux & van 
Os, 2002). In addition, the approach offers a more powerful statistical test of any hypothesis 
because dichotomizing continuous variables results in the loss of potential useful information 
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(Hudziak et al., 2007 ). Consequently, the dimensional approach leads to a more accurate 
assessment of ADHD symptoms and provides better understanding of its etiology (Barkley, 
2006; Marcus & Barry, 2011).
The dimensionality of ADHD in adults has been studied on the basis of self-reports such as 
the Conners’ Adult ADHD Rating Scales (CAARS; Conners, Erhardt, & Sparrow, 1999), a 
popular instrument containing the key domains (inattention, hyperactivity and impulsivity) 
and an “overall” index of ADHD symptoms. ADHD self-reports such as the CAARS are 
considered to be reliable and valid to estimate the symptomatology of the disorder (Adler et 
al., 2008; Erhardt, Epstein, Conners, Parker, & Sitarenios, 1999; Kooij et al., 2008; Magnússon 
et al., 2006), and scores co-vary with keys of ADHD such as boredom and sustained attention 
(Malkovsky, Merrifield, Goldberg, & Danckert, 2012), and with comorbid problems such as 
depression, anxiety and stress (Alexander & Harrison, 2013; Steer, Ranieri, Kumar, & Beck, 
2003). Electrophysiological and MRI studies showed that ADHD self-reports, especially the 
dimension of inattention, are associated with compromised response monitoring (Herrmann 
et al., 2009) and reduced total brain volume (Hoogman et al., 2012). These findings, in 
particular, underscore the neurobiological dimensionality of self-reported ADHD symptoms.
The present study is the first to investigate the relation between self-reported ADHD 
symptomatology and interhemispheric interaction in an adult population. ADHD 
symptomatology was measured by the CAARS, because it provides scores on continuum 
dimensions rather than other ADHD questionnaires that classify individuals into two 
categories (having or having not ADHD). Interhemispheric interaction was measured using 
the Banich tasks (Banich & Belger, 1990; Banich, Passarotti, & Janes, 2000; Banich, Passarotti, 
White, Nortz, & Steiner, 2000). There are various divided visual field paradigms developed to 
measure interhemispheric interaction such as the Poffenberger, redundant gain, Banich, and 
Dimond paradigms (Bourne, 2006; Marzi, 2010). We chose in favor of the Banich paradigm 
because, compared to other visual paradigms, the Banich paradigm is most pronounced in 
tapping attentional demands which makes the task most sensitive for ADHD difficulties. The 
Banich paradigm has neuroanatomical support (Pollmann, Zaidel, & von Cramon, 2003), and 
has been used frequently in studies on normal and various patient samples (Banich & Brown, 
2000; Welcome & Chiarello, 2008).
The Banich paradigm consists of two conditions: a within hemisphere condition (the 
matching letters are presented within the same visual field, and the processing is controlled 
by one hemisphere), and an across hemisphere condition (the matching letters are presented 
across visual fields; as a result, the information must cross the corpus callosum). The 
paradigm is based on the fact that the utility of interhemispheric interaction varies with 
task complexity. Increasing task complexity guides the reaction time performance to benefit 
from the cooperation between the two hemispheres with a faster reaction time on an across 
hemisphere condition compared to a within hemisphere condition. Therefore, the paradigm 
has two tasks that differ in complexity level: a physical-identity task and a more complex 
name-identity task. In the physical-identity task only perceptual identification is required to 
reach a decision. Here, faster or equal reaction times are expected in the within hemisphere 
condition compared to the across hemisphere condition; whereas, in the name-identity 
21
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task, additional computational steps beyond the perceptual identification (i.e. naming) are 
required to reach a decision. In this case, the expectation is faster reaction times on across 
hemisphere condition compared to the within hemisphere condition indicating that faster 
interhemispheric interaction is required for complex information processing (Banich & 
Belger, 1990; Weissman & Banich, 2000; Welcome & Chiarello, 2008). According to the 
Banich paradigm, there are two ways to measure interhemispheric interaction; the first is 
to calculate the difference in mean reaction time between within and across hemisphere 
task conditions. The second is to investigate reaction times for only the across hemisphere 
condition. The latter option is considered to be less accurate because processing delay is not 
controlling for left or right hemisphere deficits (Banich, Passarotti, & Janes, 2000; Banich, 
Passarotti, White, Nortz, &Steiner, 2000). Therefore, the present study used the first option to 
estimate interhemispheric interaction.
The main research question is whether the key domains of the ADHD symptomatology 
included in the CAARS predict the speed of interhemispheric interaction. The study takes 
anxiety, depression and stress into account since it is well-recognized that emotional state 
and mood symptoms are related to ADHD symptomatology, especially stress (Combs, Canu, 
Broman-Fulks, Rocheleau, & Nieman, 2012; Howard, Schiraldi, Pineda, & Campanella, 2006) 
that causes pervasive and persistent impairments across several domains of life in subjects 
with ADHD (Whalen, Jamner, Henker, Delfino, & Lozano, 2002). Experiencing stress has 
been shown to negatively affect the neuronal connections in the prefrontal cortex causing 
poor working memory, impaired impulse control (Grosswald, 2013), and may affect the 
interaction between the two hemispheres (Compton & Mintzer, 2001). All in all, reasons 
enough to explore the relationship between mood symptomatology (anxiety, depression, and 
especially stress) and interhemispheric interaction (Bajwa et al., 2008; Compton, Wilson, & 
Wolf, 2003; Compton, Wilson, & Wolf, 2004; Han et al., 2014). To this end, the participants 
completed the Depression, Anxiety and Stress Scales (DASS; Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995). 
Method
Participants
One hundred thirty-four undergraduate psychology students reacted to an advertisement to 
join a laboratory experiment about interhemispheric interaction and ADHD symptoms. With 
an emphasis on ADHD symptoms in the advertisement we aimed to attract a larger than 
usual proportion of subjects with ADHD, that would result in a sample with a wide range of 
ADHD symptoms from zero to full diagnosis. Based on the questionnaire information the 
following exclusion criteria were applied: (a) reported former diagnosis with ADHD and/or 
depression and/or anxiety but currently reporting few ADHD symptoms (i.e. CAARS-score 
≤ 65), (b) being under medication related to ADHD and/or mood disorders, and (c) self-
reported left handedness.
 One hundred twelve subjects remained in the sample including 11 subjects with high scores 
on the ADHD index scale (i.e. ≥ 65). Participants reported normal or corrected to normal 
vision. Using Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971), it appeared that seven 




The responsible ethical committee “Ethical Committee Psychology-University of Groningen” 
has approved the experiment with a research code “13008-NE”. The experiment was conducted 
with the understanding and the consent of the human subject. Written informed consent was 
obtained from all participants. Participants were informed that their responses will be kept 
strictly confidential and anonymous, and they have the option to withdraw from the study at 
any time, without penalty. 
Table 1.1. Characteristics of Study Sample.
Gender 30 males, 82 females
Age M = 20.3, SD  = 2.3, (min:max = 18:32 years) 
Handedness M = 69.41, SD = 22.72 (min:max = 12:100 )
Participants with 
DSM diagnoses  
Eight participants have reported a diagnosis (two with anxiety and 
depression; three with ADHD; one with both ADHD and depression; 
and two with ADD and depression).
Questionnaires
The participants anonymously completed the Conners’ Adult ADHD Rating Scales (CAARS) 
(Conners et al., 1999) and the Depression, Anxiety and Stress Scales (DASS) (Lovibond & 
Lovibond, 1995). The CAARS consists of 66 four-point items ranging from 0 (not all all) to 
3 (very frequently), e.g., “I’m absent minded in daily life activity”. The items are surveying 
four dimensions. Three dimensions correspond to core features of ADHD (inattention/
memory problems, impulsivity/emotional lability, and hyperactivity/restlessness). The 
fourth dimension corresponds to an important consequence of ADHD, i.e., problems with 
self-concept. The scale also contains the DSM-IV ADHD subscales and the ADHD index 
subscale. The latter measures the overall level of ADHD related symptoms. The ADHD index 
subscale score is seen to be the most reliable and valid estimate of self-reported overall ADHD 
symptomatology (Alexander & Harrison, 2013; Antony, Cox, Enns, Bieling, &Swinson, 1998; 
López-Arvizu et al., 2011). From the CAARS, an inconsistency index may be calculated that 
indicates inconsistent responding based on eight pairs of items have similar content; the score 
is computed by summing the difference scores on each pair.
The DASS questionnaire is subdivided in three subscales: (a) depression; (b) anxiety; and 
(c) stress. Each subscale contains 14 items (e.g., item for depression subscale: “I felt sad and 
depressed”; for anxiety subscale: “I felt terrified”; for stress subscale: “I found it difficult to 
relax”). The participants rated how often each emotional state applied to them over the last 
week on a four-point scale ranging from 0 (did not apply to me at all) to 3 (applied to me very 
much). The sum score of each subscale classifies the participants into one of five categories 
(normal, mild, moderate, severe, and extremely severe). 
The CAARS and DASS questionnaires have a high reliability and validity and are suited for the 
dimensional approach on psychopathology (Adler et al., 2008; Antony et al., 1998; Erhardt, 
Epstein, Conners, Parker, & Sitarenio, 1999).
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Banich letter matching tasks
A single target letter, displayed on the left or on the right visual field below the fixation cross, 
had to be matched with one of two probe letters displayed laterally above the fixation cross. In 
the physical-identity task, all letters were displayed in upper-case and a match was defined in 
terms of physical-identity. In the name-identity task, the target letter was displayed in lower-
case and the probe letters in upper-case, and a match was defined in terms of name-identity. 
Each task consisted of 80 trials, match and mismatch ratio was 50:50. Mismatch trials were 
included to prevent impulsive and careless responding. For match trials, half were within 
hemisphere trials in which matching letters were presented within the same visual field (10 
trials per visual field of the matching probe letters). The other half of the match trials were 
across hemisphere trials in which matching letters were presented across visual fields (10 
trials per visual field of the matching probe above the fixation cross). Figure 1.1. presents 
stimuli in the two types of the match trials for the physical- and the name-identity task.
Each trial started with a black slide with a fixation cross presented for 1000 ms. Thereafter, 
three letters were presented along with the fixation cross for 150 ms. Next, a black slide with a 
fixation cross was assigned for participant’s response for 2000 ms. Finally, a blank black slide 
was presented for 500 ms indicating the end of the trial.
Stimuli
In the physical- and the name-identity task, letters were presented in upper-and lower-case 
from A, B, D, G, H, E, F, L, R, M, T and Q. They were arranged in triangular position: Two 
different probe letters were presented 1.6˚ above the fixation cross, one on each visual field, 
2.68˚ to the left or right of the midline, and the target letter was displayed 1.6˚ below the 
fixation cross, 1.6˚ to the left or right of the midline. The fixation cross was always located in 
the center of the screen during the trial. All letters had same dimensions of 0.95˚ horizontally 
and 1.3˚ vertically presented in white color on a black background (to reduce the light emitted 
from LED screen).
Apparatus
The tasks were conducted on a laptop computer using E-Prime software version 2.0 to control 
the stimulus presentation and to specify the correct responses. The letters were displayed on 
LED-backlit HD anti-glare screen with 1024 × 768 pixel resolution and refresh rate of 60 
Hz. A chin rest was used to fix the distance of 50 cm between the screen and participant’s 
eye. A response box was used to record reaction times and correct responses. The box was 
positioned halfway between the chin rest and the screen to enable easy reach.
Procedures
Participants filled in the paper-and-pencil questionnaires and performed Banich letter 
matching tasks in a counterbalanced order. To perform the tasks, the participants seated in a 
dimly lit room, their chin rested upon the chin rest. They were instructed to press a key as fast 
as possible when a match appeared and not to response during a mismatch trial. In addition, 
the participants were instructed to gaze at the fixation cross on the laptop screen all the time 
and not to move their eyes away when the stimuli appeared. For eye saccades, participants had 
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to make the anticipate saccades after key pressing. Before each task, a practice block of trials 
was given until a criterion was met of seven correct responses in ten consecutive trials. After 
reaching this criterion, the practice block automatically terminated.
Figure 1.1. Samples of stimuli in the match trials for each task. LVF = Left Visual Field; RVF = Right Visual Field
Data analysis
To test whether we replicate performance findings of the Banich paradigm, a repeated measures 
analysis of variance was performed on mean reaction times (RTs) of the correct responses. 
For the physical- and the more complex name-identity task, the index of interhemispheric 
interaction speed was individually calculated as the difference in mean RTs between within 
and across hemisphere trials: [(Within RT - Across RT) / overall mean RT]. Please note that a 
higher value reflects faster interhemispheric interaction. According to the Banich paradigm, 
if the task is more complex faster interhemispheric interaction is required for an optimal 
performance.
To determine which ADHD and mood symptoms predict the speed of interhemispheric 
interaction multivariable linear regression analyses were performed. Finally, groups with 
high and low levels of symptomatology (first and third tertile scores) were compared on the 
interhemispheric interaction index using a repeated measures analysis of variance. 
Results
Questionnaires
To save space figure 1.2. shows only the distribution of the T-scores on the ADHD-index as 
it is considered the most reliable index of ADHD. T-scores have a mean of 50 and standard 
deviation of 10, they are transformed from raw scores and used to compare the individual’s 
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answers to population norms (Conners et al., 1999). The figure indicates that the index score 
varies along a continuum of severity and provides enough variance to test our interhemispheric 
interaction hypothesis using the dimensional approach. The T-score of 65 may be used as 
a clinical cut-off relative to the population. As can be seen, about 10 % of the sample had 
ADHD index score of 65 (four participants) and higher (seven participants). In addition, 
answers on the questionnaire might be considered reliable because only 15 subjects had a 
score above seven on the inconsistency index of the CAARS purported to identify random or 
careless responding. 
Like the CAARS, also the DASS is a quantitative measure with cut-off scores to characterize 
degree of severity relative to the population. The large majority of the sample scored within 
the normal range on severity (i.e., the categories normal plus mild) of mood symptoms; about 
15% of the sample had high mood symptoms (see table 1.2.).
Table 1.2. Number of Subjects Scoring in Various Ranges on the DASS Subscales.
DASS subscales Normal Mild Moderate Severe Extremely severe
Depression 93 10 3 5 1
Anxiety 81 11 15 4 1
Stress 79 11 19 3 0
Figure 1.2. The distribution of T-scores on ADHD index subscale of the CAARS.
Pearson correlations between the overall ADHD symptomatology (ADHD index) and mood 
symptoms were r =.57, p < .001 for depression, r = .37, p < .001 for anxiety, and r = .50, p < .001 
for stress indicating a moderate overlap of ADHD and mood symptomatologies.
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Banich letter matching tasks
Less than 5 % errors were made; therefore, number of errors has not been taken into 
consideration. The reaction time analyses were run with and without the 15 subjects with 
inconsistent responding on the CAARS and run with and without the seven participants with 
mixed handedness. The outcomes did not essentially differ. Thus, data analyses on 112 subjects 
are presented below. Pearson correlations were calculated between the overall mean RT (using 
the physical- and the name-identity task) and the ADHD index, inattention, hyperactivity, 
impulsivity, depression, anxiety, and stress. Only the ADHD index showed a positive trend 
with the overall mean RT (r = .17, p = .07). The finding indicates the higher the ADHD index 
score, the slower the RT performance. This was especially the case in the name-identity task (r 
= .20, p = .03) and more specifically for within hemisphere trials (r = .22, p = .01). 
 Because of the imbalance gender ratio in the sample, we have tested for gender differences. 
Neither the main effect of gender, on reaction time performance, nor its interactions with task 
nor trial type were significant (p ≥ .27). Therefore, we collapsed the mean RTs for males and 
females together (see figure 1.3.).
Figure 1.3. Mean reaction times (RTs) for the physical- and the name-identity task. Within = within hemisphere 
trials; Across = across hemisphere trials; Error bars indicate standard error.
To investigate whether our reaction time data could be interpreted in terms of the Banich 
paradigm, a repeated measures analysis of variance was carried out on reaction time 
performance. The within-subjects factors were task (physical-identity, name-identity) and 
trial type (within hemisphere, across hemisphere). The analysis revealed a significant main 
effect of task, F (1, 111) = 421.01, p < .001, η2p = .79, with faster RTs in the physical-identity 
task (M = 593) than the name-identity task (M = 743). According to the Banich paradigm, the 
interaction between trial type and task must be significant. This was the case in our data set: 
the interaction was F (1, 111) = 40.96, p < .001, η2p = .27; the RTs in the name-identity task 
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were faster on across hemisphere trials (M = 721) compared to within hemisphere trials (M = 
766), while, RTs in the physical-identity task were equal for within hemisphere (M = 592) and 
across hemisphere trials (M = 593).
Figure 1.4. Mean reaction times (RTs) for the physical- and the name-identity task. Within = within hemisphere 
trials; Across = across hemisphere trials; Error bars indicate standard error.
The left and right panels of figure 1.4. present the distribution of interhemispheric interaction 
speed index (difference in mean RTs between within and across hemisphere trials) of 
respectively the physical- and the name-identity task. Both panels together show that the 
indices were normally distributed, statistically confirmed by the non-significant Shapiro-
Wilk tests (W = .98, p = .08 for the physical-identity task and W = .99, p = .71 for the name-
identity task). 
The interhemispheric interaction speed indices for both tasks were used as dependent 
variables in two multivariable linear regression analyses. In the first, the ADHD index was 
the independent variable. The results indicated that the ADHD index was not a predictor (R2 
≤ .03, p ≥ .36). In the second, the three key domains of ADHD (inattention, hyperactivity 
and impulsivity) were the independent variables. The results revealed non-significant 
predictors (R2 ≤ .04, p ≥ .28). Consequently, the ADHD symptomatology in isolation from 
mood symptomatology has no association with interhemispheric interaction. The picture 
becomes different when exploring the combination of both symptomatologies. Table 1.3. and 
table 1.4. present regression analyses including the aforementioned ADHD subscales with 
a backward selection of the DASS mood subscales. The resulting models were significant 
only in the name-identity task. The key domains of ADHD symptoms and stress explained 
about 10 % of the variance of interhemispheric interaction index. Here the ADHD symptoms 




In sum, on the basis of regression analyses it is concluded that only the combination of ADHD 
symptoms and stress is linked with the speed of interhemispheric interaction.
Table 1.3. The Final Models of Multivariable Regression Analyses Predicting Interhemispheric 
Interaction Index in each Task from the ADHD Index Subscale of the CAARS and the 
backward selection of the DASS subscales.
Task Predictor β R2 Adjusted R2





Note. †p < .07, *p < .01
Table 1.4. The Final Models of Multivariable Regression Analyses Predicting Interhemispheric 
Interaction Index in each Task from Inattention, Hyperactivity, and Impulsivity Subscales of 
the CAARS and the backward selection of the DASS subscales.











Note. *p < .01
To explore in details the effect of stress on ADHD symptoms and the speed of interhemispheric 
interaction, Pearson correlations were calculated between the ADHD index, hyperactivity 
scores and the interhemispheric interaction index of the name-identity task in the group with 
high stress (score > 14 on the stress subscale; n = 33) and in the group with low stress (score 
≤ 14; n = 79) apart. In the group with high stress, faster interhemispheric interaction was 
correlated with higher scores on the ADHD index (r = .37, p = .03) and the hyperactivity 
subscale (r = .41, p = .02). In the group with low stress correlations were not significant with 
p values ≥ .39. 
Finally, to test the ADHD-interhemispheric interaction link more thoroughly we compared 
the speed of the interhemispheric interaction of first and third tertile group on the ADHD 
index, inattention, hyperactivity, and impulsivity subscales of the CAARS. Repeated measures 
analyses of variance with a within subject factor of task (physical-identity, name-identity) and 
a between-subjects factor of group (low-score, high-score) indicated that group composition 
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based on the ADHD index, inattention, and impulsivity subscales revealed no group 
differences. However, the high-score group on the hyperactivity subscale showed overall 
faster interhemispheric interaction than the low-score group; the main effect of group was 
significant F (1, 74) = 3.95, p < .05, η2p = .06. Post hoc analysis for the hyperactivity subscale 
indicated that the groups differed in the name-identity task, t (74) = -2.17, p < .03, but not 
in the physical-identity task; the mean interhemispheric interaction indices were .046 and 
.086 in the name-identity task, and they were -.006 and .010 in the physical-identity task for 
respectively the low- and the high-score group.
Discussion
The present study is, to the best of our knowledge, the first to use the dimensional approach 
to investigate the relation between interhemispheric interaction and ADHD symptomatology. 
In many ways, the participating sample is more homogenous compared to samples of 
clinical studies on this subject with respect to factors such as age and IQ. Known mood 
comorbidities have been controlled for. Other potentially relevant comorbidities related to 
ADHD such as learning and conduct disorders are supposed to be absent in the participating 
university student sample. The task used may be considered a valid and reliable instrument 
to estimate interhemispheric interaction. First, as expected from the Banich paradigm, the 
more complex name-identity task needed more information processing resources resulting 
in slower reaction times compared to the less complex physical-identity task. Second, across 
hemisphere advantage was found in the name-identity task indicating that the performance 
benefits from interhemispheric interaction when tasks are more complex. Consequently, the 
two performance findings were in accordance with literature. 
The main conclusion was that ADHD symptomatology, especially hyperactivity, together 
with stress contributes weakly but significantly to the speed of interhemispheric interaction; 
at least as far as visual information processing is concerned suggesting that callosal splenium 
(the main structural pathways that transfer visual information between the two hemispheres 
(Knyazeva, 2013) function might be affected. For ADHD symptomatology-only no 
relationship was found.
It might be surprising that only hyperactivity was playing a role in our study, not the 
other symptoms, because longitudinal studies have indicated that hyperactivity decreases 
whereas inattention, impulsivity increases as a function of age (Wilens, Biederman, & 
Spencer, 2002). One possibility is that, compared to other samples, university students even 
those with high hyperactivity scores are not likely to report poor attention/impulsivity. An 
alternative possibility is that the three domains of ADHD symptoms are related to different 
neurobiological variables (Diamond, 2005; Milich, Balentine, & Lynam, 2001; Rolfe  et al., 
2007) and that hyperactivity is exclusively related to fast interhemispheric interaction. For 
example, Buchmann et al. (2003) suggested that motor hyperactivity could be induced by 
disturbances of myelination of transcallosal fibers in children with ADHD and possibly the 
disturbances may remain into adulthood in one-third of the cases.
The fact that stress plays a crucial role in the dimensional relationship between ADHD 
symptoms and interhemispheric communication gives further support to the idea that 
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ADHD is a stress-related disorder which might be one of the important causes of ADHD 
(Grosswald, 2013). Please note that Wender (1995) already proposed to add stress as an 
additional criterion of the adulthood ADHD diagnosis.
The present findings indicate that ADHD symptomatology is related to slower mean 
RT, and that the ADHD symptomatology in the presence of stress is linked to faster 
interhemispheric interaction. At first sight, faster interhemispheric interactions could be 
interpreted in positive terms. This would be the case if fast interhemispheric interaction is 
linked to fast performance. However, in our sample RT performance of subjects with higher 
level of ADHD symptoms did not benefit from fast interhemispheric interaction: they were 
overall slower. Our findings suggest that optimal performance requires a specific range of 
interhemispheric interaction speed, and that too fast or too slow interhemispheric interaction 
may negatively affect or interfere with performance. Within the Banich paradigm, the optimal 
range of interhemispheric interaction may vary as a function of the level of task complexity. 
Consequently, our findings justify suggesting that ADHD symptomatology is linked with fast 
but non-optimal interhemispheric interaction. The finding that ADHD symptomatology is 
related to faster interhemispheric interaction is in line with clinical studies (Brown & Vickers, 
2004; Hagelthorn, 1998; Rolfe et al., 2007), but unfortunately, studies did not report the extent 
of overlap between ADHD and stress. 
Limitations and future research
The first limitation of the present study could have been the lack of eye-gaze verification. 
Central fixation was encouraged and participants were instructed to make eye saccades 
after key pressing. Nevertheless, it is possible that participants’ gaze was not directed to the 
central fixation cross on every trial. We have to admit that these variations in gaze could have 
influenced performance. However, given the low error percentage together with fast stimulus 
presentation (150 ms), it seems unlikely that variations in gaze confounded our results.
A second limitation is that the university students are not representative with the adult 
population in general. In addition, the present sample includes more females than males. As 
a result, the present outcome needs replication for adults in general and should also examine 
samples with more equal sex distribution. Having this said, the CAARS scores are corrected 
for gender and the reaction time data showed no difference between male and female students. 
It is well-recognized that the validity of self-reports from students may be questioned. For 
instance, one should be suspicious if students who rate themselves as being significantly 
symptomatic yet have managed to achieve well in school and in other life activities, especially, 
if their T-scores were above 80 (Harrison, Edwards, & Parker, 2007). Please note that in our 
sample the majority responded in a valid and reliable way with scores within the population 
mean.
A third limitation is that our data apply only to right-handers. The relation between 
ADHD symptoms and interhemispheric interaction remains unexplored in inconsistent-
and left-handers, this calls for future studies on inconsistent-handers specifically as it has 
been reported that inconsistent handedness is associated with increased interhemispheric 
interaction (Prichard, Propper, & Christman, 2013) and ADHD (Rodriguez et al., 2010).
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The present study focused on integrating visual information processing (sub-served by the 
posterior part of the corpus callosum). It is recommended to direct future research towards 
the anterior part of the corpus callosum connecting the frontal and prefrontal cortex (i.e., 
genu). This structure sub-serves higher order cognition such as executive function and its 
possible interactions with self-regulation and effort which are assumed to be compromised 
in ADHD (Sergeant, 2005; Sonuga-Barke, van der Meere, & Roeyers, 2010; van der Meere, 
Borger, & Wiersema, 2010).
Conclusions
Our dimensional findings indicated that ADHD symptomology, especially hyperactivity, 
in the presence of stress was weakly but significantly associated with fast interhemispheric 
interaction. These findings are supporting studies on clinical samples. 
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Purpose: Many clinical studies reported a compromised brain lateralization in patients 
with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) without being conclusive about 
whether the deficit existed in the left or right hemisphere. It is well-recognized that studying 
ADHD dimensionally is more controlled for comorbid problems and medication effects, and 
provides more accurate assessment of the symptoms. Therefore, the present study applied the 
dimensional approach to test the relationship between brain lateralization and self-reported 
ADHD symptoms in a population sample.
Method: Eighty-five right-handed university students filled in the Conners’ Adult ADHD 
Rating Scales and performed a lateralization reaction time task. The task consists of two 
matching conditions: one condition requires nominal identification for letters tapping left 
hemisphere specialization (Letter Name-Identity condition) and the other one requires 
physical and visuospatial identification for shapes tapping right hemisphere specialization 
(Shape Physical-Identity condition). The letters or shapes to be matched are presented in 
left or right visual field of a fixation cross. For both task conditions, brain lateralization was 
indexed as the difference in mean reaction time between left and right visual field. 
Results: Multivariable regression analyses, controlled for mood symptoms reported by a 
depression, anxiety and stress scale, showed no relationship between the variables. However, 
the group comparison analyses showed that subjects with high level of inattention symptoms 
had a reduced right hemisphere processing in the Shape Physical-Identity condition compared 
to those with low level of symptoms. 
Conclusions: These findings from a population sample of adults do not support the 
dimensionality of lateralized information processing deficit in ADHD symptomatology.
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Introduction
With a prevalence rate of 5% in children and 1 to 7% in adults (Polanczyk, de Lima, Horta, 
Biederman, & Rohde, 2007; Polanczyk & Rohde, 2007) Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity 
Disorder (ADHD) is a common developmental disorder characterized by impaired levels 
of attention and/or hyperactive-impulsive behaviors. Apart from behavioral symptoms, 
subjects show various deficits in executive functions, response inhibition (Boonstra, 
Oosterlaan, Sergeant, & Buitelaar, 2005; Willcutt, Doyle, Nigg, Faraone, Pennington, 2005), 
and motivational functions (Metin et al., 2014; Metin, Roeyers, Wiersema, van der Meere, 
Sonuga-Barke, 2012).
Moreover, there is evidence that abnormal brain lateralization might be a core component 
underlying dysfunctions in ADHD (Hale et al., 2008; Hale et al., 2009). At the structural 
and neuroimaging level, studies have reported atypical right hemisphere structure (Valera, 
Faraone, Murray, & Seidman, 2007; Frodl & Skokauskas, 2012); in particular, smaller size 
of right frontal and prefrontal cortex were found in subjects with ADHD (Hill et al., 2003; 
Almeida et al., 2010). Atypical right hemisphere structure may affect attentional processing 
and response inhibition (Stefanatos & Wasserstein, 2001; Hart, Radua, Nakao, Mataix-Cols., 
& Rubia, 2013). Furthermore, it may produce an increased rightward asymmetry for EEG 
alpha and beta waves (Swartwood, Swartwood, Lubar, & Timmermann, 2003; Hale et al., 
2010; Jaworska et al., 2013).
Other studies have reported abnormalities in the left hemisphere; in particular, slightly greater 
left posterior cingulate cortex (Nakao, Radua, Rubia, & Mataix-Cols, 2011) that relates to 
memory, emotions, and motivation by reward, and is involved in both the dorsal attentional 
network, and the fronto-parietal control network for executive motor control (Leech & Sharp, 
2014). In addition, a smaller left caudate nucleus has been found in subjects with ADHD 
(Durston, 2003). This area contributes to the cognitive selection of actions schema and 
evaluates action-outcomes (Grahn, Parkinson, & Owen, 2008).
At the behavioral level, some studies have suggested a disruption of the right hemisphere 
attentional network. For instance, studies using divided visual field tasks have indicated 
perceptual asymmetry deficit in ADHD characterized by poor performance for Left Visual 
Field (LVF) during visuospatial attentional processing (Carter, Krener, Chaderjian, Northcutt, 
& Wolfe, 1995; Sandson, Bachna, & Morin, 2000; Song & Hakoda, 2012). Self-reported 
inattention symptoms were related to less efficient orienting attention to the LVF (Poynter, 
Ingram, & Minor, 2010). Additionally, ADHD symptoms were positively correlated with the 
interference effects for Right Visual Field (RVF) targets under low perceptual load (Geeraerts, 
Lafosse, Vaes, Vandenbussche, & Verfaillie, 2008; Chan et al., 2009). The severity of ADHD 
was also related to a higher proportion of errors for the left hemi-field on a visual scanning 
task (Braun et al., 2013) as well as on paper and pencil cancelation tests (Sandson et al., 2000; 
Jiang et al., 2008; Jones, Craver-Lemley, & Barrett, 2008).
Other behavioral studies have suggested a reduced left hemisphere contribution during 
lexical decision (Hale et al., 2005) and dichotic listening tasks (Hale et al., 2008; Hale, Zaidel, 
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McGough, Phillips, & McCracken, 2006). The suggestion that the left hemisphere might be 
compromised in ADHD is also mirrored by the fact that subjects have difficulties in naming 
tasks, and it is well-recognized that the disorder has a considerable overlap with reading 
disorders (Tannock, Martinussen, & Frijters, 2000; Bellani, Moretti, Perlini, & Brambilla, 
2011; Levy, Young, Bennett, Martin, & Hay, 2013; Tamm et al., 2014).
All in all, the information presented above on abnormal brain lateralization in ADHD 
is inconclusive; albeit most evidence favors right hemisphere dysfunction. In arriving at 
this conclusion, it is underlined that atypical laterality is based on research carried out on 
individuals fulfilling the DSM criteria for ADHD which is termed the categorical approach. 
The approach is criticized because many individuals who fulfill the diagnostic criteria for 
ADHD have more mental problems such as mood disorders, aggression, and learning 
disabilities. In addition, many of them use medication. The two factors of comorbidity and 
medication use may confound experimental data and interpretation. In the present study, we 
aim to investigate lateralized brain dysfunction at the behavioral level from the perspective 
of the dimensional approach. The dimensional approach does not require the arbitrary 
dichotomization of individuals into categories based on an all-or-none principle but positions 
individuals on a continuum (Parens & Johnston, 2009). It allows studying relationships 
between symptoms of ADHD and neuropsychological function or performance over a wide 
range of severity and in a wider population.
It is well-recognized that studying ADHD dimensionally is more controlled for comorbid 
problems and medication effects. By measuring comorbidities related to the disorder 
and including them in the analyses, researchers can evaluate the effect of ADHD and its 
comorbidities apart on the variables of interest. With respect to medication effects, the effects 
are supposed to be minor or not present if the majority of the sample reported no clinical 
diagnosis. Moreover, the dimensional approach usually offers a more powerful statistical test 
of any hypothesis due to the large sample size and also provides more accurate assessment of 
the symptoms (Hudziak, Achenbach, Althoff, & Pine, 2007). This may explain the increasing 
interest in studying ADHD as a quantitative trait rather than as a disorder. Much empirical 
support for studying ADHD as a continuum dimension are given by neuropsychological 
(Herrmann et al., 2009; Lubke, Hudziak, Derks, van Bijsterveldt, & Boomsma, 2009; Jarrett, 
Rapport, Rondon, & Becker, 2014), genetic (Nikolas & Burt, 2010; Larsson, Anckarsater, 
Råstam, Chang, & Lichtenstein, 2012), and neuroimaging studies (Shaw et al., 2011; Hoogman 
et al., 2012). With the exception of Todd et al. (2001), researchers using a variety of statistical 
methods have concluded that ADHD in children, adolescents (Lubke et al., 2009), and adults 
(Marcus & Barry, 2011; Marcus, Norris, & Coccaro, 2012) has a dimensional latent structure. 
Many of these dimensional studies explored the association between self-reported ADHD 
symptoms in adult population and both neurobiological variables, such as brain volume and 
cortical thickness, and laboratory measures of neuropsychological functioning, such as visual 
working memory tasks and the Stroop test.
The present study has investigated the dimensional relationship between brain lateralization 
and self-reported ADHD symptoms in a sample of adults. Especially, inattention symptoms 
are of interest here, as it has been found that adults demonstrate more inattention symptoms 
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than other ADHD symptoms (for review see, Wilens, Biederman, & Spencer, 2002; McGough 
& Barkley, 2004). To test brain lateralization at the behavioral/functional level, we used a 
visual reaction time task with verbal (letters) and nonverbal (shapes) stimuli applying the 
Banich (1998) design to measure brain lateralization. The design provides information about 
perceptual asymmetry as a function of hemispherical differences. The advantage of using 
Banich design is that it requires more attentional demands than other divided visual field 
designs and being most sensitive for ADHD difficulties in adults. One might question whether 
the Banich design is the most appropriate design for testing brain lateralization. Generally 
speaking, it is well recognized that there are possible confounders in measuring brain 
lateralization using divided visual field designs such as the Banich design (Bourne, 2006). One 
of the most critical issues related to the Banich design is whether it taps lateralization, a visual 
scanning bias, or both (Fecteau & Enns, 2005). The bias is defined in terms of reading habits; 
for example, left to right readers tend to perform better on LVF than on RVF trials (Nicholls 
& Roberts, 2002). In our task stimuli are presented diagonally, controlling for the potential 
effect of the scanning bias (Banich & Belger, 1990).
The original work of Banich and colleagues reported evidence that task performance is 
affected by lateralized brain functions: the right hemisphere functioning (Ladavas, Nicoletti, 
Umiltà, & Rizzolatti, 1984) and LVF performance are affected by sadness mood (Banich, 
Stolar, Heller, & Goldman, 1992). We admit that the Banich task and its varieties were more 
often used to tap interhemispheric interaction compared to brain lateralization (Weissman & 
Banich, 1999; Banich, Passarotti, White, Nortz, & Steiner, 2000; Compton, 2002; Passarotti, 
Banich, Sood, & Wang, 2002; Lopez, Kosson, Weissman, & Banich, 2007). Therefore, before 
addressing the main goal of the present study (self-reported ADHD symptomatology and its 
link with brain laterality), the validity of the Banich design to investigate lateralization has 
been tested using two different types of information processing (nominal versus orientation 
and physical processing).
The task consists of two matching conditions; the first, Letter Name-Identity condition, 
requires perceptual nominal identification for letters tapping left hemisphere specialization 
(Eviatar, Zaidel, & Wickens, 1994; Flowers et al., 2004). The second, Shape Physical-Identity 
condition, requires perceptual identification for the orientation and physical characteristics 
of shapes (nonverbal visuospatial processing) tapping right hemisphere specialization 
(Vogel, Bowers, & Vogel, 2003). In the two task conditions, the matching letters or shapes 
are presented either within the LVF directly connected with the right hemisphere via 
neural pathways, or presented within the RVF with direct neural connection with the left 
hemisphere. The brain lateralization in perception is defined in terms of visual field advantage 
(faster reaction time on one visual field relative to the other). Within this framework, one 
can expect LVF/right hemisphere advantage in the shape matching condition and RVF/left 
hemisphere advantage in the letter matching condition. However, some reports indicated that 
LVF/right hemisphere advantage can be detected in tasks with rapid visual presentation such 
as the Banich task (Verleger et al., 2010) because right hemisphere contributes to perception 
and attentional processing when subjects are required to shift and focus attention (Corbetta, 
Miezin, Shulman, & Petersen, 1993; Nobre et al., 1997). We expect that LVF/right hemisphere 




Most of the previous studies suggested that individuals with ADHD have a right hemisphere 
deficit; consequently, we hypothesize that a higher level of ADHD symptoms is related to a 
slower right hemisphere processing of perceptual information as indicated by a smaller size 
of LVF advantage, especially in the shape matching condition.
To measure self-reported ADHD symptoms, we used the Conners’ Adult ADHD Rating 
Scales (CAARS; Conners, Erhardt, & Sparrow, 1999), a popular self-report containing the 
key domains of ADHD (inattention, hyperactivity, and impulsivity) and an “overall” index of 
ADHD symptomatology. The study takes depression, anxiety, and stress into account since 
it is well-known that these mood symptoms are common comorbidities related to ADHD 
symptomatology (Alexander & Harrison, 2013) and may affect the hemispheric functioning 
(see: Hecht, 2010). Thus, participants have to complete the Depression, Anxiety and Stress 
scale (DASS; Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995). Briefly, the present study aims to answer the 
following questions:
1. Do Letter Name-Identity and Shape Physical-Identity task conditions tap different 
sizes of visual field advantage measured by reaction time and error rate?
2. After controlling for mood symptoms (depression, anxiety, and stress), do self-
reported ADHD symptoms (inattention, hyperactivity, impulsivity, and ADHD 
index) predict the size of visual field advantage on each task condition?
Method
Participants
Participants completed anonymously two self-reported questionnaires: the Conners’ Adult 
ADHD Rating Scales (CAARS; Conners et al., 1999) and the Depression, Anxiety and Stress 
Scale (DASS; Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995). The CAARS consists of 66 four-point items ranging 
from 0 (not all all) to 3 (very frequently), (e.g., “I’m absent minded in daily life activity”). 
The items are surveying four dimensions; three dimensions correspond to core features of 
ADHD (inattention/memory problems, impulsivity/emotional lability, and hyperactivity/
restlessness). The fourth dimension corresponds to an important consequence of ADHD, (i.e., 
problems with self-concept). The scale also contains the ADHD index subscale seen to be the 
most reliable and valid measure of overall ADHD symptomatology (Alexander & Harrison, 
2013; Simon, Czobor, & Bitter, 2013). In addition, the scale provides a built-in index to assess 
the response inconsistency; the index contains eight pairs of items that have similar content. 
The inconsistency index score is computed by summing the difference scores of each pair. A 
cutoff score of eight or greater indicates invalid responses. T-scores were derived (scores have 
a mean of 50 and standard deviation of 10 and were transformed from raw scores) to compare 
the individual’s answers to population norms.    
The DASS was used to estimate mood problems of the participants. The questionnaire is 
subdivided in three subscales: (a) depression, (b) anxiety, and (c) stress. Each subscale 
contains 14 items (e.g., an item for depression subscale “I felt sad and depressed”; for anxiety 
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subscale “I felt terrified”; for stress subscale “I found it difficult to relax”). The participants 
rated how often each emotional state applied to them over the last week on a four-point scale 
ranging from 0 (did not apply to me at all) to 3 (applied to me very much). The sum score of 
each subscale classifies the participants into one of five categories (normal, mild, moderate, 
severe, and extremely severe) relative to the population mean.
The CAARS and DASS questionnaires have a high reliability and validity and are suited for 
the dimensional approach on psychopathology (Adler et al., 2008; Antony, Bieling, Cox, Enns, 
& Swinson, 1998; Erhardt, Epstein, Conners, Parker, & Sitarenios, 1999). The questionnaires 
have a high model-fit such that use of the American versions is justified to use across the globe 
(Christiansen et al., 2011; Ramli, Rosnani, & Aidil Faszrul, 2012).
Brain lateralization task
The task was based on the Banich paradigm (Banich, 1998). The stimuli consist of a fixation 
cross and three letters or shapes arranged at the vertices of an invisible triangle. Two of the 
letters or shapes were presented above the fixation cross while the third was presented below 
(see Figure 2.1.). The two letters or shapes above the fixation cross were the probes, and 
the letter or shape below the fixation cross was the target. One of the two probes had to be 
matched with the target. When a match is detected the subject has to press a response button.
Figure 2.1. Examples of match stimuli in the left and right visual field for the task conditions. Note. LVF = left visual 
field; RVF = right visual field.
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Figure 2.2. Five shapes and their mirror shapes, each consists of three small connected lines of 2 mm long and line 
thickness of 2.25 point size
There were two matching conditions; in the first the Letter Name-Identity condition, letters 
were displayed in different cases (the probes in upper-case and the target in lower-case) and 
randomly chosen from the letters A, B, D, G, H, E, F, L, R, M, T, and Q. A match was defined 
when one of the probes and the target had same name identity regardless of the letter case. The 
match may rely on the phonetic code of the letter names tapping left hemisphere processing. 
In the second condition, Shape Physical-Identity, unfamiliar shapes (the probes as well as the 
target) were displayed in their original form or in their mirrored form (see Figure 2.2.). A 
match was defined when one of the probes matched the target in the shape and orientation.
The total number of trials for each task condition was 80 trials. The match: mismatch ratio 
of the stimuli was 50:50. During a mismatch trial, no response was needed. Mismatch trials 
were included to prevent impulsive and careless responding. The presentation of stimuli was 
balanced over LVF and RVF. Figure 2.2. presents examples of the match stimuli with matching 
letters or shapes presented in LVF or RVF. A trial started with a fixation cross for 1000 ms 
followed by a stimulus for 150 ms. Next, the fixation cross was presented for another 2000 
ms, the trial ended with a black screen for 500 ms. The probes were presented 1.6˚ above the 
fixation cross while one probe was presented 2.68˚ to the left and the other 2.68˚ to the right 
of the fixation cross. The target was presented 1.6˚ below and 1.6˚ to the left or the right of the 
fixation cross. The fixation cross was located in the center of the screen. All letters and shapes 
had the same dimensions of 0.95˚ horizontally and 1.3˚ vertically. Stimuli were presented in 
white color on a black background to reduce the light emitted from LED screen.
Apparatus
The task was conducted on a laptop computer using E-Prime software version 2.0 to control 
the stimulus presentation and to specify the correct and incorrect responses. The visual stimuli 
were displayed on a LED-backlit HD anti-glare screen with 1024 × 768 pixel resolution and a 
refresh rate of 60 Hz. A chin rest was used to fix the distance (50 cm) between the screen and 
participant’s eye. A response box of one button was used to record the reaction time. It was 
positioned half way between the chin rest and the screen to enable easy reach.
Procedures
The study procedures were approved by the ethical committee governing psychology at the 
University of Groningen. Before running the experiment, the examiner explained the study 
procedures to the participants and obtained written informed consent. Thereafter, participants 
filled in the questionnaires and performed the brain lateralization task in counterbalance order 
(questionnaires-brain lateralization task/brain lateralization task-questionnaires). To perform 
the task, the participants were seated in a dimly lit room, their chin upon the chin rest. They 
were instructed to press a button with their right hand as fast and accurate as possible when 
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the target letter or shape matches one of two probe letters or shapes. It was emphasized to keep 
their gaze on the fixation cross all the time and not to move their eyes away when the stimuli 
appeared. For eye blinks, the participants were verbally informed to make their possible blinks 
directly after pressing the button. This procedure aimed to decrease the number of missing 
errors caused by eye blinking. We admit that using instruction to control eye movements 
is not the most effective method. It could be recommended to use an objective measure to 
monitor eye movements such as eye-tacking or electrooculography method. However, using 
such experimental equipment is time consuming in terms of experimental preparation, and 
is less flexible in terms of the participants. We decided to control for eye movements by using 
the most often used method in the literature: instructing the participant to fixate on a central 
point together with rapid lateralized stimulus presentation of 150 ms, which is faster than the 
latency of eye movements (generally about 200 ms and even longer in subjects with ADHD: 
Munoz, Armstrong, Hampton, & Moore, 2003). As a result, an anticipated eye movement will 
lead to missing the stimulus and will be counted as an error.
Before each task condition, participants performed practice trials until they met a criterion of 
seven correct responses in any consecutive 10 trials. After reaching this criterion, the practice 
trials automatically terminated.
Data analysis
Reaction times of correct match trials and error rate in LVF and RVF were recorded. Error 
rate was calculated as the number of no response for match trials divided by the number of 
match trials to test performance consistency and possible speed–accuracy trade-off.
For reaction time and error rate performance, the crucial index of brain lateralization is 
calculated (in terms of visual field advantage) in each task condition as the relative difference 
between RVF and LVF performance: [(RVF–LVF)/(overall mean of within visual field trials)] 
× 100. Consequently, a compromised right hemisphere processing is reflected by longer LVF 
reaction time giving a small size of visual field advantage, especially in the shape matching 
condition; whereas, a compromised left hemisphere processing is reflected by a high value of 
brain lateralization index especially in the letter matching condition.
We run two statistical analyses:
1. To test the difference between the two task conditions in brain lateralization, a repeated 
measure analysis of variance on the size of visual field advantage was performed. The 
within subject factor was task condition (Letter Name-Identity and Shape Physical-
Identity). To test performance consistency and possible speed-accuracy trade-off, the 
size of visual field advantage was calculated separately from mean reaction time and 
error rate.
2. The score on the ADHD index subscale of the CAARS is seen to be the most 
reliable measure of overall ADHD symptomatology. To test whether overall ADHD 
symptomatology can predict atypical brain lateralization, a linear regression analysis 




To test whether mood symptoms confound the effects of ADHD symptoms on brain 
lateralization, the mood DASS subscales were included in the analysis using a backward 
elimination procedure. In the first step of the procedure, the effects of all mood subscales 
combined (anxiety, depression, and stress) are tested followed by deleting, one by one, the 
mood subscales that are least significant.
The scores on the inattention, impulsivity, and hyperactivity subscales of the CAARS are 
reflecting the three key domains of ADHD symptoms. To test which specific symptoms 
(domain) can predict brain lateralization, a second linear regression analysis on the size of 
visual field advantage was performed using the scores on the inattention, impulsivity, and 
hyperactivity as predictors. The effects of the mood symptoms are tested in the same manner 
as in the first regression analysis using a backward elimination procedure. Please note: the 
design of the task mainly relies on reaction time performance; therefore, visual field advantage 
was calculated using only reaction times, not the error rates.
Finally, in subsequent analyses, we thought to confirm and test whether the relationship 
between lateralization and ADHD symptoms is present at the categorical not the dimensional 
perspective. Repeated measures analyses of variance were performed to compare the size of 
visual field advantage of first and fourth quartile group on the ADHD index, inattention, 
hyperactivity, and impulsivity scores. The within subject factor was task condition (Letter 




Figure 2.3. shows the distribution of T-scores on the ADHD index, inattention, hyperactivity, 
and impulsivity subscales of the CAARS measuring the overall ADHD symptoms and its key 
domains. The figure indicates that scores on the four domains provide enough variance to 
test our lateralization hypothesis using the dimensional approach. According to the CAARS 
manual, the T-score of 65 can be used as a clinical cut-off for all subscales of the CAARS. As 
can be seen, few students scored above the clinical cut-off. Participants had reliable responses 
on the CAARS indicated by lower score than eight on the inconsistency index. Table 2.1. 
presents the number of subjects within the cut-off scores for the DASS reflecting the degree of 
severity of mood symptoms relative to the population.
Taken together, figure 2.3. and table 2.1. indicate that the sample can be seen as a population 
sample. Correlations between the overall ADHD symptoms (ADHD index subscale) and 
mood symptoms (DASS subscales) ranged from .31 to .43 with p < .005. This indicates that 
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Figure 2.3. The distribution of T-scores on the Conners’ Adult ADHD Rating Scales (CAARS) subscales of inattention, 
hyperactivity, impulsivity, and Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) index.
Table 2.1. Number of subjects scoring in various ranges on each subscale of the Depression, 
Anxiety and Stress scale (DASS).
DASS Subscale Normal Mild Moderate Severe Extremely severe
Depression 73 9 2 1 0
Anxiety 63 8 10 3 1
Stress 64 7 13 1 0
Brain lateralization task
Brain lateralization calculated from reaction time
Neither the main effect of gender nor its interaction with the task condition was significant 
for the visual field advantage on reaction time (p ≥ 0.33). Therefore, Figure 2.4. presents the 
mean size of visual field advantage for each task condition in males and females together. A 
repeated measure analysis of variance revealed a significant main effect of task condition for 
the visual field advantage, F (1, 84) = 4.029, p < .05, η2p = .046, indicating that task conditions 
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differ in visual field advantage. The Shape Physical-Identity condition had a higher LVF/right 
hemisphere advantage (M = 13.66, SD = 15.72) than the Letter Name-Identity condition (M 
= 9.49, SD = 15.12).
Brain lateralization calculated from error rate
The main effect of gender and its interaction with the task condition was not significant for 
the visual field advantage on error rate (p ≥ 0.42). The analysis revealed a non-significant 
main effect of task condition, F(1,84) = 3.424, p = 0.07, η2p= 0.039. The Letter Name-Identity 
condition had a similar visual field advantage to the Shape Physical-Identity condition. The 
visual field advantage in the Shape Physical-Identity condition was close to zero. The results 
indicated no speed-accuracy trade-off when we consider higher order processing reflecting a 
consistent task performance to test brain lateralization.
Figure 2.4. Mean visual field advantage measured by reaction time for the task conditions. Error bars indicate 
standard errors.
The relation between brain lateralization and self-reported ADHD and mood 
symptoms
Table 2.2 shows the final models of the regression analyses in both task conditions. The analyses 
indicated that neither the ADHD index, nor the three key domains of ADHD (Inattention, 
Hyperactivity, and Impulsivity subscales of the CAARS) predict the visual field advantage 
calculated form reaction time performance on the task conditions (R2 ≤ 0.06, p ≥ 0.11). 
Pearson correlations between the size of visual field advantage and the CAARS subscales were 
not significant (p ≥ 0.16). In addition, the analyses showed that the DASS mood subscales did 
not relate to the size of visual field advantage. Therefore, it might be concluded that mood 
symptoms did not confound the outcome.
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Comparing participants in the first and fourth quartile scores on inattention, hyperactivity 
and impulsivity yielded a significant difference in the size of visual filed advantage for group 
composition based on inattention. The High-score group (n = 23) on the inattention subscale 
showed a significant lower LVF/right hemisphere advantage than the Low-score group (n = 
28); the main effect of group was significant F(1,49) = 5.97, p < 0.02, η2p = 0.11. Post hoc analysis 
for the inattention subscale indicated that group differences were in the Shape Physical-
Identity condition, t(49) = 2.38, p = 0.02, but not in the Letter Name-Identity condition, the 
mean size of visual field advantage were 6.27 and 12.03 in the Letter Name-Identity condition, 
and were 7.56 and 17.40 in the Shape Physical-Identity condition for, respectively, the High- 
and the Low-score group (see Figure 2.5.). Groups did not differ on the other scales in the two 
task conditions.
Figure 2.5. Visual field advantage in the groups with High- and Low-score on inattention subscale. Error bars indicate 
standard errors.
Discussion
The main conclusion of the present study is that there is no evidence for the dimensionality 
of atypical lateralized processing in ADHD symptomatology. However, at the level of group 
differences atypical lateralization with poor right hemisphere processing was linked to self-
reported inattention symptoms. Before discussing the study goal, we will discuss the validity 
of the Banich design to test brain lateralization. First, in line with the laterality literature 
showing LVF advantage in attentional orientation (Vogel et al., 2003; Asanowicz, Marzecová, 
Jaśkowski, & Wolski, 2012), higher size of LVF advantage was found in the shape matching 
condition than in the letter condition, suggesting more involvement of the right hemisphere 
processing in orientation and physical identification. It might be argued that positive scores 
of visual field advantage in the letter matching condition may reflect a visual scanning bias 
from the left to right side of the screen causing faster performance on LVF compared to RVF 
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trials. If it is the case, the effect of the scanning bias should be present (balanced) in both task 
conditions. Put in other words, the scanning bias did not confound the laterality effects in 
comparing the task conditions. An alternative explanation is that rapid visual presentation, 
shifting and focused attention in our task may lead to right hemisphere dominance (Corbetta 
et al., 1993; Nobre et al., 1997; Verleger et al., 2010) which, in turn, produce LVF advantage 
in both task conditions. Second, it is argued that the Banich design requires more attentional 
demands than other divided visual field designs (Banich & Belger, 1990; Bourne, 2006) and, 
as a result, being most sensitive for ADHD difficulties in adults. Therefore, the finding that 
self-reported inattention symptoms are related to lateralized performance (at least as far as 
the two extremes on the inattention dimension are concerned) might be seen as a validation 
of the Banich design to measure lateralized attentional processing. In sum, our task is valid to 
test at least the right hemisphere hypothesis in ADHD symptomatology.
At the behavioral level, no dimensional association between lateralization and ADHD 
symptoms was found. However, at the neuroimaging level atypical lateralized brain activity 
has been found in many studies during rest, simple or complex task performance (Sieg, 
Gaffney, Preston, & Hellings, 1995; Chabot & Serfontein, 1996; Ernst, Zametkin, Matochik, 
Jons, & Cohen, 1998; Baving, Laucht, & Schmidt, 1999; Tamm, Menon, & Reiss, 2006; Hale 
et al., 2009; Cortese et al., 2012; Cubillo, Halari, Smith, Taylor, & Rubia, 2012). This might 
suggest that atypical laterality is present in ADHD, but had not reached a specific degree 
or threshold to affect dimensionally the behavioral performance (e.g., reaction time). The 
threshold might be reached if ADHD scores are close to the clinical cut-off (65 or higher). 
Evidence in favor of this suggestion comes from a groupwise analysis between participants 
with low and high scores on the inattention subscale (the first versus the fourth quartile 
scores), the analysis revealed less LVF advantage in the shape matching condition for subjects 
with high inattention symptoms. 
The result of group comparison analyses (categorical approach) is consistent with the clinical 
studies on children and adults with ADHD showing a compromised reaction time performance 
on the LVF (Carter et al., 1995; Epstein, Conners, Erhardt, March, & Swanson, 1997; Lubow, 
Braunstein-Bercovitz, Blumenthal, Kaplan, & Toren, 2005; Geeraerts et al., 2008; Chan et al., 
2009). Consequently, atypical lateralization at the behavioral level might be a characteristic 
of clinical ADHD as far as inattention type is concerned. Arrived at this point it is of interest 
to mention that the present study has a similar outcome as the Poynter et al. (2010) study. 
In their study, the CAARS was completed by university students. A categorization between 
groups with low and high scores on the inattention subscale showed that the group with 
high scores had less efficient orientation attention to the LVF during an attention network 
task. Inattention symptoms might be related to right hemisphere dysfunction, as it has been 
found that the right hemisphere is dominant in attentional processing (Shulman et al., 2010; 
Corbetta & Shulman, 2011; de Schotten et al., 2011).
The main conclusion that high level of inattention symptoms is associated with reduced 
right hemisphere function will be discussed in the view of some essential issues connected 
with the experimental design used in the present study. First, the effect of lateralized motor 
components/processes on task performance was not counted because the study was not 
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designed to explore lateralized motor processes. The study was designed to explore lateralized 
perceptual processes in the letter and the shape matching condition, and its relation to ADHD 
symptoms. To address the lateralized perceptual processes, the main manipulation of the task 
was focused on stimuli type (letters vs. oriented shapes) and using two visual fields (LVF 
vs. RVF). We admit that nevertheless a motor component was involved in the task, namely 
in the LVF condition. Consequently, it is questioned whether less LVF advantage as found 
in our study mirrors reduced right hemisphere processing, or abnormal interhemispheric 
communication in individuals with high inattention scores. Following Poffenberger’s logic, if 
the right hand is the responding hand then reaction time in the LVF should be slower than 
reaction time in the RVF because the time needed to transfer information between the two 
hemispheres is added to the total processing duration (Chaumillon, Blouin, J., & Guillaume, 
2014). Our study findings showed the opposite. Therefore, it is likely that the LVF condition in 
our study reflected right hemisphere processing. A further support to the conclusion that less 
LVF advantage reflected reduced right hemisphere processing is that group differences were 
only found in the shape matching condition tapping right hemisphere specialization. This 
conclusion is in concert with many findings in the literature indicating a right hemisphere 
dysfunction together with intact or even faster interhemispheric interaction in individuals 
with ADHD (Carter et al., 1995; Sandson et al., 2000; Stefanatos & Wasserstein, 2001; Brown 
& Vickers, 2004; Rolfe Kirk, & Waldie, 2007; Song & Hakoda, 2012; Mohamed, Borger, Geuze, 
& van der Meere, 2015).
Second, although the outcome of the present study suggests that right hemisphere dysfunction 
and not compromised interhemispheric interaction is at stake in individuals with high 
inattention symptoms, it must be underlined that evidence is growing that there is a dynamic 
relation between lateralized brain functions and interhemispheric interaction (Serrien, Ivry, 
& Swinnen, 2006; Doron, Bassett, & Gazzaniga, 2012), and that especially the dynamic 
relation between right hemisphere functioning and interhemispheric interaction might be 
compromised in ADHD (Hale et al., 2008).
So far, we discussed brain lateralization in terms of functional asymmetry. The question 
emerges to what extent the functional asymmetry is related to anatomical asymmetry. In 
healthy subjects the LVF advantage, reported in several visuospatial tasks such as covert 
attention task, has been associated with a bilateral network including dorsal and ventral 
fronto-partial attention related systems and subcortical structures, i.e., thalamus, basal 
ganglia, and brainstem (Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000; Lawrence, Ross, Hoffmann, Garavan, 
& Stein, 2003; Siman-Tov et al., 2007). Siman-Tov et al. (2007) discussed that the observed 
LVF advantage in healthy subjects may rely on the connectivity within the right hemisphere 
and/ or from the right to the left hemisphere. In individuals with attention deficit disorder 
poor attention to the LVF has been connected to white matter abnormalities, and disturbed 
interhemispheric connectivity (Castellanos et al., 2002; Roessner, Banaschewski, Uebel, 
Becker, & Rothenberger, 2004; Ashtari et al., 2005). In a review by Stefanatos and Wasserstein 
(2001), the authors reported that differential involvement of the right hemisphere in attention 
systems may provide a pathophysiological basis for differentiated subtypes of ADHD and that 
inattentive subtype is related primarily to right posterior involvement that is associated with 
impaired spatial processing causing nonverbal learning disabilities.
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The dorsal and ventral attentional networks form key component of attentional regulatory 
systems of the brain. The former is closely related to circuits refer to as “salience network” 
and interrupting on going activity when appropriate. The network most likely to be affected 
by the ventral is the dorsal attentional network which mediates goal-directed, top–down 
executive control processes. The specificity of our task conditions may have challenged the 
ventral and dorsal networks. So far, most of the literature does not support clear involvement 
in the ventral attentional network in ADHD (Vossel, Geng, & Fink, 2014), but some studies 
suggested a compromised ventral network (Janssen et al., 2015). It has been proposed that the 
ventral system is lateralized to the right hemisphere of the brain (Corbetta, Patel, & Shulman, 
2008). Consequently, our present finding that reduced processing in the right hemisphere is 
associated with high inattention symptoms is not incompatible with the compromised ventral 
attentional system in ADHD. However, the dorsal network is supposed to be organized 
bilaterally. Hence, the reduced processing in the right hemisphere might also be due to the 
compromised dorsal network, and/or its interplay with the ventral network. These questions 
call for future research using the Banich paradigm in tandem with fMRI. It is obvious 
that translating functional asymmetry into anatomical asymmetry needs the combination 
of a valid behavioral task and using fMRI. We hope that the present study provided some 
guidelines for the set-up of essential studies on ADHD symptomatology and brain laterality.
The final consideration concerns the characteristics of the participating sample. Although 
a sample of university students may be considered more homogenous than clinical samples 
with respect to IQ level, demographic variables, and comorbidities related to ADHD, the 
sample may still have hidden disabilities such as learning and psychiatric disorders (Wolf, 
2001). We admit that we did not control for these hidden comorbidities, instead we controlled 
for the common mood comorbidities. Hale et al. (2010) underlined that abnormal brain 
lateralization is a common inherent feature of many psychiatric disorders. According to the 
authors, it is a challenge to find out whether disorders show different patterns of abnormal 
lateralization. Consequently, it may be possible that our outcomes are confounded by hidden 
disabilities.
Another factor that may have confounded the outcome is gender; our sample has more females 
than males. Meta-analytic reviews indicated that the prevalence rate of ADHD is higher in 
males than in females, and that there are gender differences in cognitive impairments, type 
of ADHD-comorbidities (Gershon & Gershon, 2002; Simon, Czobor, P., Bálint, Mészáros, & 
Bitter, 2009), and lateralized brain functions (Kret & De Gelder, 2012; Tomasi & Volkow, 2012; 
Herlitz & Lovén, 2013). Although the CAARS scores are corrected for gender and the reaction 
time outcomes showed no difference between males and females, the present findings need 
a replication examining effects of gender in a sample with more equal gender distribution.
It is well-recognized that the validity of self-reports from students may be questioned. For 
instance, students may understate or exaggerate rating themselves as having significant clinical 
ADHD symptoms (Harrison, Edwards, & Parker, 2007). Please note that in our sample the 




The present study focused on right handed adults, it could be of interest to investigate the 
same relationship on ambidextrous or left handed adults. Since ADHD symptoms are related 
to non-right handedness (Goez & Zelnik, 2008; Rodriguez et al., 2010), the detection of 
abnormal brain lateralization in ADHD may be more pronounced in ambidextrous or left 
handers.
In sum, we adopted the strategy of investigating the relevance of atypical lateralization 
for ADHD by using the dimensional approach. We assume that it provides more accurate 
assessment of the disorder than clinical classification. The results do not support, in a strict 
sense, the dimensionality of abnormal lateralized information processing in adult ADHD 
symptomatology, but underlines the role of atypical lateralization (right hemisphere deficit) 
in especially the inattention subtype of ADHD.
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Purpose: Many clinical studies have shown that performance of subjects with Attention 
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder is impaired when presenting stimuli in a slow rate compared 
to a medium or fast rate. According to the cognitive-energetic model, this finding may reflect 
difficulty in allocating sufficient effort to regulate the motor activation state. Other studies 
have shown that the left hemisphere is relatively responsible for keeping humans motivated, 
allocating sufficient effort to complete their tasks. This leads to a prediction that poor effort 
allocation might be associated with an affected left hemisphere functioning in ADHD. So far, 
this prediction has not been directly tested which is the aim of the present study.
Method: Seventy-seven adults with various scores on the Conners’ Adult ADHD Rating Scale 
performed a lateralized lexical decision task in three conditions with stimuli presented in a 
fast, a medium, and a slow rate. The left-hemisphere functioning was measured in terms of 
visual field advantage (better performance for the right than for the left visual field). 
Results: All subjects showed an increased right visual field advantage for word processing 
in the slow presentation rate of stimuli compared to the fast and the medium rate. Higher 
ADHD scores were related to a reduced right visual field advantage in the slow rate only. 
Conclusions: The present findings suggest that ADHD symptomatology is associated with 
less involvement of the left hemisphere when extra effort allocation is needed to optimize the 
low motor activation state.
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Introduction 
The cognitive-energetic model, originally developed by Sanders (1983, 1998), has attracted 
much interest in the field of attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD: DSM V). The 
advantage of this model is that it addresses one of the most basic questions: is poor task 
performance in subjects with ADHD due to impaired cognition or poor motivation? The 
model combines elementary cognitive information processes with motivation (effort 
allocation) needed to control arousal (a phasic physiological response to stimuli processing) 
and motor activation (a tonic readiness for action). The definitions of these basic concepts are 
grounded on the seminal work of Pribram and McGuinness (1975) and have been recently 
adopted to value the conceptualization of arousal, activation and effort as distinct energetic 
aspects in physiological and psychological research (Damanpak, Mokhtari, & Mousavi, 2014; 
Sabzi, Roozbahani, & Hasanvand, 2012; VaezMousavi, Barry, Rushby, & Clarke, 2007). 
Applying the cognitive-energetic model in clinical research has revealed that subjects with 
ADHD perform well and do not differ from controls when stimuli are presented in a medium 
rate, but they show a decline in performance compared to controls during a fast and slow 
presentation rate of stimuli. According to the model, fast and slow presentation rate of stimuli 
affect the motor activation state of the subjects which leads to a decline in the performance 
on a variety of cognitive tasks, including Stop Signal Tasks, Go/No-Go tasks, Continuous 
Performance Task, memory tasks, delay aversion tasks, and learning tasks (Epstein et al., 2011; 
van der Meere, Shalev, Börger, & Gross‐Tsur, 1995; for a review see also, van der Meere, 2005). 
To maintain the performance, subjects must allocate extra effort to regulate and optimize their 
activation state to fulfil task demands (for a meta-analysis see, Metin, Roeyers, Wiersema, 
van der Meere, & Sonuga-Barke, 2012). Studies using psychophysiological measures of 
effort allocation, such as P300 and heart rate, have indicated that subjects with ADHD do 
not allocate sufficient effort to the task especially during the slow presentation rate (Buyck 
& Wiersema, 2014; Sergeant, 2005; Sergeant, Geurts, Huijbregts, Scheres, & Oosterlaan, 
2003; Sonuga-Barke, Wiersema, van der Meere, & Roeyers, 2010; van der Meere, Börger, 
& Wiersema, 2010). Therefore, it is concluded that subjects with ADHD have no deficit in 
elementary cognitive processes per se, but allocate insufficient effort/energy to regulate their 
psycho-physiological motor activation state. In the time of Sanders, the term extra energy 
allocation was merely used as a metaphor and was not intended to refer to physical energy. 
Nowadays, the cognitive-energetic model and its term energy allocation has been linked with 
inadequate lactate supply, which is a crucial fuel for the neuron especially in ADHD (Killeen, 
Russell, & Sergeant, 2013). 
It is surprising that the state regulation deficit hypothesis in ADHD has not yet been investigated 
from the perspective of brain laterality since arousal and motor activation states, the neuro-
energetic components of task performance, are related respectively to the right and the left 
hemisphere functioning (Declerck, de Brabander, & Boone, 2004; Friedman & Förster, 2005; 
Heilman, 1995; Petersen & Posner, 2012; Tucker & Williamson, 1984). The right midbrain 
regulates the arousal via noradrenergic pathways, while the left hemisphere regulates the 
motor activation via dopaminergic neurons (Alfano & Cimino, 2008; Derryberry & Rothbart, 
1997; Heller, Nitschke, & Lindsay, 1997; Luu, Tucker, & Derryberry, 1998). Consequently, 
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the assumed deficit in regulating the motor activation state in subjects with ADHD might 
be associated with impaired left hemisphere functioning. Further evidence that poor state 
regulation is connected to the left hemisphere functioning in ADHD comes from fMRI 
studies. Raichle et al. (2001) proposed the existence of two anti-correlational brain networks: 
the positive task network which becomes active when the subject is motivated to carry out a 
task, and the default mode network (DMN) which becomes active when the subject becomes 
demotivated; this was later supported by other fMRI studies (Broyd et al., 2009; Fassbender 
et al., 2009; Liddle et al., 2011). It has been found that ADHD is associated with increased 
DMN activity especially in the left hemisphere during cognitive performance (Hale et al., 
2014; Metin et al., 2015). In particular, the study by Metin et al. (2015) is of interest here as 
it investigated the DMN activity during fast, medium and slow presentation rate of stimuli 
using a go/no-go task. In this study, more activity was found in the left-lateralized DMN areas 
during the slow presentation rate. 
Unfortunately, the fMRI studies did not report the behavioural consequences of the observed 
atypical left hemisphere activity during state regulation. One way to explore the behavioural 
consequences of the assumed abnormal left hemisphere functioning during different 
conditions of state regulation in ADHD, is to combine a lateralized lexical decision task with 
the presentation rate manipulation (tapping the motor activation state). The reason is that the 
lateralized lexical decision task has a wide tradition to study left hemisphere functioning at the 
behavioural level. Here, task performance reflects structural and functional brain asymmetry 
such as more activity in Broca’s region (area 44, 45) and low fractional anisotropy values in 
the white matter of inferior parietal and frontal language area (Gold, Powell, Xuan, Jiang, & 
Hardy, 2007; Heim, Wehnelt, Grande, Huber, & Amunts, 2013; Hunter & Brysbaert, 2008; 
Mohr et al., 2005; Perea & Fraga, 2006; Price 2010; van Strien & van Kampen, 2009).
The lexical decision task used in the present study measures the ability to process words and 
non-words by presenting a target on either the Right Visual Field (RVF) or the Left Visual 
Field (LVF) while another stimulus (the distracter: word or non-word) is projected to the 
opposite visual field. Based on the fact that stimuli of one visual field are processed by the 
contralateral hemisphere (RVF stimuli are initially processed by the left hemisphere and 
LVF stimuli are initially processed by the right hemisphere) the task provides an index of the 
functional asymmetry between the two hemispheres by calculating the difference between 
LVF and RVF stimuli in reaction time performance. Typically, right-handed subjects show 
faster and more accurate performance for word stimuli when presented in the RVF. The RVF 
advantage for words is taken to reflect left hemisphere specialization in word recognition and 
written language (Jordan, Patching, & Milner, 2000). 
In the present study, the lexical decision task is carried out during a fast, medium and slow 
stimulus presentation rate that respectively induces over-, medium-, and under- motor 
activation states. Given the fact that the abovementioned studies have shown that: (a) ADHD 
performance declines when the motor activation state is affected, (b) the left hemisphere is 
responsible for regulating the motor activation state, and (c) subjects with ADHD have a 
reduced task related activity in the left hemisphere during slow presentation rate of stimuli, 
we assume that ADHD is associated with an affected left hemisphere functioning during 
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state regulation. If so, the RVF advantage for words (faster and more accurate responses) will 
decrease in the fast and slow rate compared to the medium rate in subjects with high level 
of ADHD symptoms. It is obvious that while testing the involvement of the left hemisphere 
during state regulation, a so-called control condition is needed to measure the involvement 
of the right hemisphere. Research has indicated that non-words are processed equally in 
both hemispheres or even more accurately in the right hemisphere, and that high-frequency 
words are processed better than low-frequency words in the right hemisphere (Hale et al., 
2005; Voyer, 2003). From this perspective, it may be hypothesized that if the right hemisphere 
is compromised during state regulation in ADHD then subjects with high level of ADHD 
symptoms would show slow and less accurate processing in the LVF for non-words and high-
frequency words.
The expectations of the present study are tested using the dimensional approach. There is 
increasing interest in studying ADHD as a dimensional trait rather than as a disorder 
(Hudziak, Achenbach, Althoff, & Pine, 2007). Normal subjects report varying degrees 
of ADHD problems on scales used to measure clinical deficits such as the Conners’ Adult 
ADHD Rating Scale (CAARS: Conners, Erhardt, & Sparrow, 1999). Thus, in the population 
the scale scores will be continuous and adults scoring at the high end of these scales might 
be diagnosed with ADHD. Here, we propose that level of self-reported ADHD problems in 
daily life activities is related to brain laterality and state regulation capacity. In the present 
study, participants were university students. A university student population was chosen 
because comorbidities, which are often present in clinical cases with ADHD (such as conduct 
disorder and learning disabilities) are rare in such a student population. Moreover, together 
with a narrow age range, the level of IQ and other demographic variables are expected to 
be relatively homogeneous across the sample. These factors are well recognized to confound 
outcomes of ADHD research.
Participants completed the CAARS (Conners et al., 1999). The scale is well validated (Adler 
et al., 2008; Erhardt, Epstein, Conners, Parker, & Sitarenios, 1999) and has been often used 
to assess clinical symptoms of ADHD (Dillo et al., 2010; Solanto et al., 2014). Moreover, 
CAARS scores are associated with ADHD pathophysiology such as the dysfunction of 
neurotransmission (Volkow et al., 2007, 2011) and dysfunctional fronto-parietal circuits 
(Sebastian et al., 2012). Briefly, the present study aims to test whether the left hemisphere 
functioning during state regulation is associated with the level of ADHD symptomatology.
Method
Participants
Eighty-four right-handed university students were recruited from the university of Groningen 
to participate in the study. Seven students were excluded as they had a score above seven on the 
inconsistency index of the CAARS that purported to identify random or careless responding. 
The participating sample was 77 students (38 males, 39 females) with mean age of 21.37 (SD 
= 2.89, min: max = 18: 31) years. Handedness was measured by the Edinburgh Handedness 
Inventory (Oldfield, 1971), the participants were right-handed (M = 80, SD = 20.7, min: max 
= 20: 100). They reported (1) normal or corrected to normal vision, (2) no motor or learning 
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disorders, (3) no use of medication within at least 24 hours before their participation, and 
(4) either Dutch or German as a mother language. Sixteen participants reported a current 
ADHD diagnosis, and 4 participants reported a childhood ADHD diagnosis. The Ethics 
Committee Psychology of the University of Groningen approved the study (research code 
“14026-NE”). Participants were informed that their responses will be kept strictly confidential 
and anonymous, and they have the option to withdraw from the study at any time, without 
penalty. Thereafter, participants signed the informed consent for their participation in the 
study.
Materials and apparatus
The experiment was conducted on a laptop computer using E-Prime software version 2.0. The 
visual stimuli were displayed on a 15.6 inch LED anti-glare monitor with a screen resolution 
of 1024 × 768 pixels and a refresh rate of 60 Hz. Stimuli were presented in black colour on 
a silver background. Participants were seated in a comfortable posture with their head on a 
chin-rest 57 cm away from the monitor. A response box with two buttons was positioned 
halfway between the monitor and the chin rest.
The Conners’ Adult ADHD Rating Scale (CAARS: Conners et al., 1999) was used to measure 
self-reported ADHD symptoms. The scale assesses four areas of impairment: three domains 
of ADHD identified by DSM-IV (inattention, hyperactivity, and impulsivity), and a fourth 
component measuring problems with self-concept. Based on eight pairs of items, an 
inconsistency index was calculated that indicates inconsistent responding on the CAARS. In 
addition, the CAARS contains the ADHD index subscale that provides a method to identify 
adults who are likely to be diagnosed with ADHD (Conners et al., 1999; Hudziak, Derks, 
Althoff, Rettew, & Boomsma, 2005). Participants filled in the entire questionnaire, but the 
ADHD index subscale was the main measure of interest in the data analysis because according 
to the manual, the scale is considered to be the most reliable and valid sub-scale to measure 
the overall ADHD symptomatology. The subscale consists of 12 items covering the four areas 
of ADHD impairments. Participants were asked to rate themselves for the items on a 4-point 
scale ranging from “0” (Not at all/Never) to “3” (Very much/Very Frequently). Figure 3.1. 
illustrates the distribution of T-scores on the ADHD index subscale. According to the manual 
of the CAARS, a T-score > 65 can be used as a clinical cut-off indicating clinically significant 
problems in those presenting to a mental health clinic. A higher score (e.g., T-score of 70 or 
even 75) can be used to infer clinically significant problems in populations without identified 
problems.
A lateralized lexical decision task was used to measure left hemisphere function. In the task, 
participants had to indicate whether a target stimulus presented to the LVF or RVF was a 
word or a non-word while another stimulus (the distracter: word or non-word) was projected 
into the opposite visual field. We chose bilateral visual presentation because, compared to 
unilateral presentation, the bilateral presentation maximizes hemispheric independence in 
performing the lexical decision task (see, Fernandino, Iacoboni, & Zaidel, 2007; Iacoboni & 
Zaidel, 1996). The target letter-string was indicated by an underscore, and presented equally 
frequently in both visual fields. Since Dutch and German students participated in the study, 
the stimuli were presented in Dutch or German correspondingly. The presentation ratio 
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of word and non-word was 50:50 per visual field for Dutch and German language. Half of 
Dutch and German words had a high frequency (greater than 100 per million). The other half 
had a low frequency (less than 50 per million). High and low frequency words of Dutch and 
German language were assessed separately and both derived from two databases: the CELEX 
(Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Gulikers, 1995) and the SUBTLEX (Brysbaert et al., 2011; Brysbaert 
& New, 2010). To ensure that stimuli were processed lexically in the left hemisphere, non-
words consisted of pronounceable syllables corresponding with syllables of the target words. 
The pronounceable non-words were generated using Wuggy software (Keuleers & Brysbaert, 
2010). 
Figure 3.1. Distribution of the T-scores on the ADHD index subscale of the CAARS.
Stimuli consisted of two different horizontal letter-strings of same length (three, four, and 
five letters long) presented bilaterally in lower-case, one letter-string in each visual field. 
The innermost edge of each letter-string was located at 1.23˚ to the left or right of a central 
fixation cross. State regulation was manipulated by three event rates with inter-stimulus-
interval of 2000, 4200, and 8200 ms. Inter-stimulus-intervals were derived from the only 
available meta-analysis on event rate effects on task performance (Metin et al., 2012). Each 
event rate condition lasted approximately 15 minutes with 384 trials for the fast, 192 trials for 
the medium and 96 trials for the slow event rate. In each event rate, trials were randomised 
for visual field (LVF, RVF), wordness (words, non-words), and word frequency (high, low 
frequency) of both the target and distracter. Participants responded in each condition with 
their right hand for half of the trials and with their left hand for the other half. The order of 
responding hand and the three event rates were counterbalanced across the participants. The 
trial started with a fixation cross presented in the centre of the screen for 200 ms followed by 
two letter strings presented bilaterally for 150 ms. Finally, a fixation cross presented for 1800, 
4000 or 8000 ms depending on the event rate condition.
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For each participant, mean RTs and performance accuracy were calculated for the target’s 
visual field, wordness and word frequency, regardless of the distracter. Performance accuracy 
was calculated as the number of correct responses of one condition divided by the number 
of trials of the same condition. In each event rate condition, brain laterality was measured 
in terms of visual field advantage (faster and more accurate performance for one visual 
field above the other). For mean RTs, the size of visual field advantage was calculated for 
target words and target non-words apart by applying the following formula: (LVF – RVF). 
Similarly, for performance accuracy the size of visual field advantage was calculated by: (RVF 
– LVF). Given the fact that stimuli presented in one visual field are initially processed by the 
contralateral hemisphere, a larger size of visual field advantage (positive value) was taken 
to reflect faster and more accurate processing in the left hemisphere relative to the right 
hemisphere.
Procedure
The study had two sessions: in the first, the participants had one hour to fill in the CAARS in 
group testing. They were instructed to rate how well the items of the questionnaire applied to 
themselves on a 4-point scale. It was emphasized that the questionnaire had to be answered as 
accurately as possible. In the second session, the participants were tested individually on the 
lateralized lexical decision task. The participants were seated in a dimly lit room behind a table 
on which the laptop was positioned. The use of medication and vision and motor problems of 
the participants were asked and noted. Before running the experiment, the participants were 
instructed to indicate whether the underlined stimulus was a word by pressing button ‘1’ with 
index finger of one hand, or a non-word by pressing button ‘2’ with middle finger of the same 
hand. The decisions had to be based on the participant’s mother language. It was emphasized 
that: (1) They had to keep their gaze on the central fixation cross all the time and not to turn 
their gaze away when stimuli appeared, (2) To react as fast and accurately as possible to the 
underlined stimulus (the target), and to ignore the stimulus that was not underlined (the 
distracter), (3) That all letters would be displayed in lower-case, and (4) Anticipated eye blinks 
should be made directly after the response.
Halfway through each event rate condition, the task was stopped for few seconds to change 
the responding hand. Before each condition, a practice block of trials was given until seven 
out of ten consecutive responses were correct; thereafter, the actual task was started. The 
experimenter was present during testing sessions and monitored whether the subjects 
attended to the screen. To avoid physical discomfort and fatigue participants were allowed a 
rest period of five minutes between the three task conditions.
Data analysis 
To test the effect of event rate on task performance (the slower the event rate, the slower 
and more variable are RTs), repeated measures analyses of variance on overall mean of RTs, 
standard deviations of RTs (SDs), and performance accuracy were performed. The within-
subject factor was Event Rate (fast, medium, or slow condition).
To examine the left hemisphere functioning and its relation to state regulation capacity, 
repeated measures analysis of variance was performed on the size of visual field advantage. 
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The within-subject factors were the wordness of the target (words or non-words) and event 
rate (fast, medium, or slow condition). Scores on the ADHD Index subscale of the CAARS 
were included in the analysis as a continuous independent variable to test whether the level 
of ADHD symptomatology affects the relation between left hemisphere functioning and state 
regulation. In the same manner, repeated measure analysis of variance was performed on the 
size of visual field advantage of high- versus low-frequency words in order to test whether 
a subtle deficit in the right hemisphere processing contributes to poor state regulation in 
ADHD symptomatology.
The dependent variable (the size of visual field advantage) was continuous and normally 
distributed in the fast, medium and slow condition as tested by Shapiro-Wilk Test (S-W = .97, 
df = 77, p = .21 for the fast, S-W = .97, df = 77, p = .10 for the medium, S-W = .98, df = 77, p = 
.28 for the slow event rate).
Results
Task performance
For all participants, the event rate manipulation affected the overall RT performance. The 
mean RTs (mean SDs) for the fast, medium and slow event rates were respectively 693(172), 
794(201) and 867 (209) ms. The slow performance and its increased variability from fast 
to slow event rate reflected a decreasing motor activation state, statistically confirmed by a 
significant main effect of event rate on mean RTs, F(1, 76) = 171.19, p < .000, η2 = .69, and 
on mean SDs, F(1, 76) = 35.82, p <.000, η2 = .32. Consequently, it may be concluded that 
the manipulation of event rate was effective as far as response speed and variability were 
concerned. Event rate did not influence percentage of correct responses (p = .63). Correct 
responses in the fast, medium and slow conditions were respectively 82.1%, 83.3% and 81.6 %. 
The relation between brain laterality, state regulation, and the level of ADHD 
symptomatology
Visual field advantage calculated from RTs measures. Analyses on the size of visual field 
advantage revealed a higher RVF advantage for words (M = 28.5 ms) than for non-words (M 
= 8.2 ms) confirmed by a significant main effect of wordness, F(1, 75) = 8.46, p = .005, η2 = 
.10. This finding indicates that words are processed faster in the left hemisphere relative to the 
right hemisphere compared to non-words. 
The RVF advantage for words was higher when the event rate was slower. The size of RVF 
advantage for words was 15.5, 33.2, and 36.8 ms for the fast, medium and slow event rate, 
and resulted in a significant main effect of event rate, F(1, 75) = 8.848, p = .004, η2 = .11. For 
non-words, the size of visual field advantage was unrelated to the event rate manipulation 
(p = .570). These findings indicated that especially word processing lateralized to the left 
hemisphere was associated with the motor activation state of the subjects. The raw data of RTs 
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Figure 3.2. suggests that the effect of event rate on the RVF advantage for words was 
modulated by ADHD scores. That is to say, overall, in the slow event rate the RVF advantage 
was the highest; however, subjects with higher ADHD scores had a reduced RVF advantage in 
the slow event rate. The suggestion was confirmed by the following analyses: the interaction 
between the ADHD Index scores, event rate, and wordness was both linearly, F(1, 75) = 4.91, 
p = .030, η2 = .06, and quadratically, F(1, 75) = 5.91, p = .017, η2 = .07, significant, see figure3.2. 
Decomposing the interaction between event rate and ADHD Index scores into words and 
non-words revealed a significant interaction for words, F(1, 75) = 10.782, p = .002, η2 = .13, 
but not for non-words (p = .59). 
For words, we followed up the significant main effect of event rate on the RVF advantage with 
Bonferroni corrected pairwise comparisons between the three event rates (the fast versus 
the medium rate, the fast versus the slow rate, and the medium versus the slow rate). To 
correct p-values using the Bonferroni correction method, we divided the desired significance 
level of .05 by the number of comparisons (three). Any comparison with p-value higher than 
.0167 was considered non-significant. The comparisons revealed that subjects with higher 
ADHD Index scores had a reduced RVF advantage for words in the slow event rate compared 
to the medium event rate: the interaction between ADHD Index scores and event rate was 
significant, F(1, 75) = 10.435, p = .002, η2 = .12. Other comparisons between the fast and 
medium event rate and between the fast and slow event rate were not significant (p values ≥ 
.031). Pearson correlation test between the ADHD Index scores and the size of RVF advantage 
for words was significant for the slow rate (N = 77, r = -.24, p = .032), but not for the fast (p = 
.493) or for the medium rate (p = .130).
With respect to the effect of word frequency on the visual field advantage, the analysis revealed 
that high frequency words tended to have lower size of visual field advantage (M = 16ms) than 
low frequency words (M = 24ms), the main effect of word frequency was F(1, 75) = 3.018, p 
= .087, η2 = .04. This effect was not influenced by the event rate or ADHD Index scores: none 
of the interactions of word frequency with event rate and ADHD Index scores was significant 
(p ≥ .156).
Visual field advantage calculated from percentage of correct responses. Analyses on the 
size of visual field advantage  showed no main effects of wordness of the target (p = .559) and 
event rate (p = .420) . Neither the interaction between wordness and ADHD Index scores nor 
the interaction between wordness, ADHD Index scores, and event rate was significant (p ≥ 
.211). Percentages of correct responses per event rate, wordness and visual field of the target 
are shown in table 3.1. As can be seen from the table, in performance accuracy there is no 
shift in the differences between left and right visual field over the three event rate conditions, 
indicating the RVF-LVF accuracy balance over the three event rate conditions did not play a 
role in the similar overall accuracy between the three event rates (i.e., no interaction between 
the conditions and visual field).
With respect to the effect of word frequency, the high- and low-frequency words had similar 
visual field advantage as calculated from performance accuracy. This finding was similar for 
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the three event rates, and was not influenced by the scores on the ADHD index subscale: 
neither the main effect of word frequency nor its interaction with event rate was significant 
(p values ≥ .632). Also, the three-way interaction between word frequency, event rate, and 
ADHD Index scores was not significant (p = .254).
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Figure 3.2. Scatterplots and linear relationship between the T-scores on the ADHD index subscale of the CAARS and 
the size of visual field advantage per event rate for words (A) and non-words (B). Note: ER =  Event Rate.
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Discussion
The aim of the study was to investigate the link between state regulation, left hemisphere 
function, and ADHD symptomatology. The study achieved to explore left hemisphere 
functioning because event rate did not affect processing of non-words and high frequency 
words which tap the right hemisphere functioning. Since the event rate manipulation did 
not affect performance accuracy, this dependent variable is not taken into consideration any 
further. Before discussing the main findings, the task validity will be discussed because the 
present study is the first wherein a lexical decision task was combined with the event rate 
manipulation. 
No drop in reaction time performance was observed in the fast condition compared to the 
medium one. This negative finding might be considered to be add odds with the cognitive-
energetic model whereby an inverted U shape performance curve is expected. As has been 
put forward by Sanders (1983, 1998), task inefficiency during a fast presentation rate of 
stimuli occurs mainly in highly emotional or threatening conditions. There is little systematic 
evidence on the effects of flooding (too much energy supply) in a condition with a fast 
presentation rate. Note: the only exception is the ADHD study by van der Meere, Shalev, Börger 
and Wiersema (1995). Here, the combination of methylphenidate and a fast presentation rate of 
stimuli resulted in task inefficiency in children with ADHD. This may explain why the majority 
of state regulation studies in ADHD failed to report an inverted U shape performance curve 
and reported normal performance in the fast rate compared to the medium one. But in 
accord with the theory, the event rate manipulation resulted in the expected drop in response 
performance (response delay and increased response variability) in the slow condition, which 
has been explained in terms of inefficient effort allocation. All in all, event rate manipulation 
was effective to study lateral differences in visual field performance as far as the slow and 
medium condition were concerned.
At this point, the question emerges which process of the lexical decision task is affected by 
the event rate manipulation: the verbal or motor processes of the task? According to Sanders 
model (1983,1998) event rate loads on the motor activation component of any cognitive task. 
It is self-evident that the lexical decision task has a motor activation component: the prime 
brain area of the lexical decision performance, Broca’s area in the left hemisphere, is involved 
in both language and motor functions (Binkofski & Buccino, 2004; Koechlin & Jubault, 2006). 
Consequently, the main finding that higher ADHD scores were associated with a reduced 
RVF advantage in the slow condition might be interpreted in terms of weak left hemisphere 
functioning to compensate the low motor activation due to less effort allocation (motivation). 
The link between motivation and the left hemispheric is also underlined by Rutherford and 
Lindell (2011). They showed that the left hemisphere is responsible for keeping humans 
motivated to perform the tasks via regulating the motor activity and emotions.
A growing body of research suggests that language and motor activity are highly 
interconnected (for a review see, Fischer & Zwaan, 2008). A recent study by Rueschemeyer, 
Lindemann, van Rooij, van Dam, and Bekkering (2010) showed that executing motor actions 
has a selective positive effect on word processing in a lexical decision task. They concluded 
that motor activation can have either inhibitory or facilitation effects on lexical processing. 
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Our finding that word processing was affected in the slow condition (low motor activation), 
but not in the medium condition might suggest that state regulation deficits may contribute to 
some extent to language impairments in ADHD (Bellani, Moretti, Perlini, & Brambilla, 2011; 
Bruce, Thernlund, & Nettelbladt, 2006). The reasoning is as follows: the present findings in 
combination with the earlier discussed fMRI state regulation study (Metin et al., 2015) suggest 
that the DMN activity increases in the left hemisphere, especially in the slow condition. This 
increased task-unrelated activity means that there is less task-related capacity to process 
linguistic information. Indeed, clinical ADHD studies showed a reduced task-related activity 
in the left hemisphere (Cubillo et al., 2010; Ernst, Zametkin, Matochik, Jons, & Cohen, 1998; 
Hart, Radua, Mataix-Cols, & Rubia, 2012; Sieg, Gaffney, Preston, & Hellings, 1995), and 
others showed impaired linguistic processing at the behavioural level in ADHD (Hale et al., 
2005, 2008). Moreover, less task-related activity to process linguistic information might also 
compromise internalized speech, which is an important factor in executive functioning: a 
key in ADHD (Hervey, Epstein, & Curry, 2004). All in all, the present outcome shows that 
word processing is affected in subjects with higher levels of ADHD symptoms. The study 
of Hale et al. (2005) also indicated that adults with clinical ADHD diagnosis had problems 
in word recognition in a similar task as ours. Hale and colleagues questioned whether the 
word recognition deficit is caused by abnormal use of lateralized cognitive resource or by 
fundamental language impairments. Our study showed that there might be an additional 
motivational component in language impairments in ADHD: problems in regulating motor 
activation state may play a role in semantic processing deficits.
Notably, the concepts of arousal and activation are used interchangeably or, at times, are 
defined in different ways (Loo et al., 2009). For instance, arousal is often defined as the 
current energetic state of the subjects whereas activation is defined as a separable tonic 
measure of energy mobilization related to task performance (VaezMousavi et al., 2007). 
Using the definitions of Pribram and McGuinness (1975) of arousal and activation, the data 
clearly indicates that the left hemisphere is involved in the regulation of motor activation, 
and that the left hemisphere might be compromised in subjects with elevated levels of ADHD 
symptomatology. Whether the right hemisphere is compromised in regulating the arousal 
was not part of the mission, and therefore not tested. To test right hemisphere function in 
regulating the arousal, a future study may be needed using visual spatial stimuli together with 
the presence or absence of (alarming) cues measuring arousal. 
The study’s outcome might contribute to an important topic in the field of ADHD: the 
development of ADHD. Follow-up studies show that a considerable percentage of children with 
ADHD grow out of their deficits (van Lieshout, Luman, Buitelaar, Rommelse, & Oosterlaan, 
2013; Thissen et al., 2014). This could indicate that impairments in neurocognitive functioning 
in children do not underlie true ADHD, but may be epiphenomena. It has been proposed 
that as a function of age there is improvement in executive neuropsychological functioning, 
but compromised lower-order functioning, such as a state regulation deficit, remains stable 
over time (Halperin & Schulz, 2006; Halperin, Trampush, Miller, Marks, & Newcorn, 2008). 
This hypothesis is usually tested using tasks with high and low executive demands, and the 
research outcome is mixed (Coghill, Hayward, Rhodes, Grimmer, & Matthews, 2014). Our 
task consisted of a high executive component, i.e. lexical decision making, and a low executive 
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demand (state regulation). The adult sample, especially those with higher ADHD scores, 
showed an intact executive component together with a more pronounced deficit in the lower-
order component (state regulation). These data highlight the importance of longitudinal 
studies on the development of executive functioning, state regulation, and brain laterality in 
remitters and persisters.
Finally, at present the state regulation hypothesis in ADHD is based on children and adults 
fulfilling the DSM criteria for ADHD. It is well recognized that research using clinical 
populations may have many confounders such as lower IQ, gender, co-morbidity, and 
variability in socioeconomic factors. Choosing university students might control to a high 
extent for these factors. Therefore, the present findings indicate that ADHD may represent a 
pure effort allocation deficit. 
Limitation
The present study is confined to right-handed adults. Moreover, the participating university 
student sample is not representative of adults in general; therefore, a replication is needed using 
broader defined samples. The study did not evaluate comorbidities related to ADHD such as 
dyslexia, a common disorder that affects lateralized lexical decision performance. However, 
we excluded subjects who reported learning disorders. In addition, learning disorders are 
supposed to be absent or minor in university students. The fact that task performance was 
intact in the fast stimulus presentation rate indicates that our fast rate did not provoke energy 
overflow and might not considered a sufficient stressor to affect task performance. A future 
study may address how fast the task should be to induce over-activation.
Conclusions
The study provides evidence that during the slow event rate adults with higher levels of self-
reported ADHD symptoms have a reduced right visual field advantage compared to the 
medium event rate, indicating that the left hemisphere functioning is affected by the motor 
activation state. It might be concluded that impaired state regulation plays a role in left 
hemispheric functioning in ADHD. 
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Purpose: Evidence is accumulating that individuals with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity 
Disorder (ADHD) do not adjust their responses after committing errors. Post-error response 
adjustments are taken to reflect, among others, error monitoring that is essential for learning, 
flexible behavioural adaptation, and achieving future goals. Many behavioural studies have 
suggested that atypical lateral brain functions and difficulties in allocating effort to protect 
performance against stressors (i.e., state regulation) are key factors in ADHD. Whether these 
factors contribute to the absence of post-error response adjustments in ADHD is unknown. 
The aim of the present study is to investigate the contribution of the left and right hemispheres 
and the deficiency in effort allocation to deviant post-error processing in adults with high 
ADHD symptoms1.
Method: From a pool of 87 university students, two groups were formed: a group with higher 
(n = 30) and a group with lower (n = 26) scores on the ADHD index subscale of the Conners’ 
Adult ADHD Rating Scales. The groups performed a lateralized lexical decision task with 
a fast and slower stimulus presentation rate. Post-error slowing and post-error response 
accuracy to stimuli presented in the left and right visual field were measured in each stimulus 
presentation rate.
Results: Results indicated that subjects with the lower ADHD scores slowed down and 
improved their response accuracy after errors, especially when stimuli were presented in the 
right visual field at the slower rate. In contrast, subjects with the higher ADHD scores showed 
no post-error adjustments. 
Conclusions: Results suggest that during lexical decision performance, impaired error 
processing in adults with ADHD is associated with affected ability of the left hemisphere to 
compensate for errors, especially when extra effort allocation is needed to meet task demands.
1 No systematic psychiatric interview was done to verify the diagnosis of ADHD. Here, “adults with high ADHD” 
refers to students who had relatively higher scores on a self-report ADHD questionnaire compared to their 
equivalents with low scores on the same questionnaire. 
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Introduction
Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (DSM 5) is a common childhood disorder that in 60–
70% of cases persists into adulthood (de Zwaan et al., 2012; see also meta-analysis of Faraone, 
Biederman, & Mick, 2006). To study the nature of the cognitive impairments and performance 
alterations in the disorder, many studies have used reaction time tasks. The key finding is that 
individuals with ADHD are slower and more variable in their responses compared to control 
groups (Hervey, Epstein, & Curry, 2006; Kofler et al., 2013). In addition, individuals from 
the ADHD groups commit more errors and do not slow down their performance after an 
error, whilst control groups do. The presence of post-error slowing in control groups and its 
absence in ADHD groups has been reported in a variety of tasks such as the Go/No-Go task, 
the choice reaction time task, the stop signal task and the flanker task (for a meta-analysis see, 
Balogh & Czobor, 2014).
There is an ongoing debate over the mechanisms behind post-error slowing. The phenomenon 
could be attributed to an adaptive mechanism that induces a more cautious response to prevent 
making another error on a subsequent trial (Gehring & Fencsik, 2001; Jentzsch & Dudschig; 
2009; Ridderinkhof, Ullsperger, Crone, & Nieuwenhuis, 2004). In this vein, post-error slowing 
should be associated with an increase in post-error response accuracy (Danielmeier, Eichele, 
Forstmann, Tittgemeyer, & Ullsperger, 2011; Debener et al., 2005; Hajcak, McDonald, & 
Simons, 2003). However, some studies failed to find this association (Danielmeier & Ullsperger, 
2011; Hajcak & Simons, 2008; King, Korb, von Cramon, & Ullsperger, 2010), and some even 
reported decreased post-error response accuracy together with post-error slowing (Fiehler, 
Ullsperger, & von Cramon, 2005; Rabbitt and Rodgers, 1977). The latter finding supports 
another explanation that post-error slowing results from the persistence of a defective process 
that caused an error on the previous trial (Gehring & Fencsik, 2001; Gehring, Goss, Coles, 
Meyer, & Donchin, 1993). A third explanation is that post-error slowing can arise from an 
attentional lapse due to involuntary shifting of attention towards an error (as an infrequent 
event), i.e. the orienting account (Dutilh, Vandekerckhove et al., 2012; Notebaert et al., 2009). 
Kerns et al. (2004) and Ridderinkhof et al. (2004) have summarized evidence that post-error 
slowing can also rely on the interplay of conflict monitoring and cognitive control. 
In sum, the mechanism behind post-error slowing is still unclear. The same holds for its 
neural basis. For instance, the two error related brain potentials, the Error-Related Negativity 
(ERN) and Error-Related Positivity (Pe) are considered in some studies to reflect respectively 
the automatic mechanism of error detection and conscious awareness of error making 
(Hajcak et al., 2003; Herrmann, Römmler, Ehlis, Heidrich, & Fallgatter, 2004; Nieuwenhuis, 
Ridderinkhof, Blom, Band, & Kok, 2001). However, in other studies the two potentials are 
considered to reflect monitoring conflict responses instead of error processing (Barch, Braver, 
Sabb, & Noll, 2000; Carter et al., 1998; Gehring & Fencsik, 2001; Scheffers, Humphrey, Stanny, 
Kramer, & Coles, 1999; Strozyk & Jentzsch, 2012; van Veen & Carter, 2002).
Concerning the brain areas involved in error making and related response adjustments, 
it might be concluded at best that two distinct neural brain regions are involved in error 
processing (Kerns et al., 2004; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004), the Anterior Cingulate Cortex 
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(ACC) and the posterior medial frontal cortex. The regions are respectively linked with error 
detection (Garavan, Ross, Kaufman, & Stein et al., 2003; Lütcke, & Frahm, 2008) and post-
error response adjustments (Danielmeier, Eichele, Forstmann, Tittgemeyer,& Ullsperger, 
2011). Whether the two hemispheres have a differential involvement in error processing is 
still inconclusive, albeit most neuro-imaging and EEG evidence supports the idea that the left 
hemisphere is the most promising candidate to sub-serve error related processing (Hochman, 
Eviatar, Breznitz, Shaul, & Nevat, 2009; King, Korb, von Cramon, & Ullsperger, 2010; Lütcke 
& Frahm, 2008; Swick & Turken, 2002; Westlye, Walhovd, Bjørnerud, Due-Tønnessen, & 
Fjell, 2009).
Behavioural studies focusing on post-error adjustments and brain laterality suggest that 
there are two independent parallel hemispheric strategies and that the right hemisphere 
uses the most appropriate compensatory strategy that yields an enhanced task performance. 
This interpretation is based on performance on lexical decision tasks with visual hemi-field 
stimulation. Zaidel and colleagues have argued that lateralized lexical decision task can 
provide a “direct access model”, referring to the fact that stimuli presented to the left visual 
field (LVF) are initially processed by the right hemisphere, and those presented to the right 
visual field (RVF) are initially processed by the left hemisphere (Iacoboni, Rayman, & Zaidel, 
1997; Kaplan & Zaidel, 2001; Narr, Green, Capetillo-Cunliffe, Toga, & Zaidel, 2003; Zaidel, 
1987; Zaidel, Clarke, & Suyenobu, 1990). In these studies, either the effect of an error on a 
subsequent performance or the effect of feedback on performance has been tested. Most of 
the studies reported a post-error slowing for RVF stimuli and improved post-error response 
accuracy for LVF stimuli, especially after a negative feedback. An improvement in post-error 
response accuracy in the RVF was considered to reflect a right hemispheric dominance for 
error correction.
The present study aims to address a gap in the literature exploring the role of brain laterality 
in post-error adjustments in subjects with high and low levels of self-reported ADHD. 
Many behavioural studies have reported atypical brain laterality in ADHD on a variety of 
lateralization tasks including a line bisection test, the dichotic listening task, Posner’s cueing 
task, and the lexical decision task (Carter, Krener, Chaderjian, Northcutt, & Wolfe, 1995; Hale 
et al., 2005; Hale et al., 2006; Song & Hakoda, 2012). Some researchers have concluded that 
atypical brain laterality might be seen as a key component of cognitive impairments in ADHD 
(Hale et al., 2009). Although more research is still needed to answer the question whether the 
left or the right hemisphere is compromised, most evidence is in favour of a right hemisphere 
dysfunction (Mohamed, Börger, Geuze, van der Meere, 2015; Sandson, Bachna, & Morin, 
2000). In this vein, one might hypothesize that lateralized deficits in ADHD may contribute 
to some extent to their deviant post-error processing.
A second aim of the present study is to test whether impaired state regulation is another 
contributing factor to the absence of post-error slowing in subjects with ADHD. Using the 
state regulation model, evidence is mounting that poor task performance including error 
processing is associated with difficulty in applying sufficient effort to protect performance 
against stressors such as a short versus longer inter-stimulus interval, reward versus 
punishment, and presence versus absence of the experimenter during testing participants (for 
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reviews see, Sonuga-Barke, Wiersema, van der Meere, & Roeyers, 2010; van der Meere, 2005; 
van der Meere, Börger, & Wiersema, 2010). In ADHD studies, the most popular stressor to 
manipulate effort allocation is to vary the inter-stimulus interval from short to long. Short 
and long inter-stimulus intervals (i.e., fast and slow presentation rate of stimuli) were used 
to induce high and low motor activation state (a tonic readiness for giving a motor response 
during response preparation phase). Although the exact operational definition of the inter-
stimulus interval that constitutes stress are still lacking and vary among studies (Metin et 
al., 2016; for meta-analysis see, Metin, Roeyers, Wiersema, van der Meere, & Sonuga-Barke, 
2012), a robust finding that reaction time performances of groups with ADHD declines during 
longer inter-stimulus intervals compared to short intervals has been reported. That is to say, 
correct responses are becoming slower and more variable. The finding has been interpreted in 
terms of dysregulated cognitive-energetic resources that results a failure to modulate the low 
motor activation state of the subjects at slower inter-stimulus intervals (van der Meere, 2005; 
van der Meere et al., 2010).
Balogh and Czobor (2014) were the first to link the effect of inter-stimulus interval to error 
processing in ADHD. They reported that error-processing studies in ADHD used different 
inter-stimulus intervals. To explore the effect of inter-stimulus intervals, Balogh and colleague 
carried out a meta-analysis and reported that increased post-error slowing is associated with 
longer inter-stimulus intervals in the control groups, while post-error slowing was markedly 
diminished in subjects with ADHD. The finding could be explained in terms of less effort 
allocation in the ADHD groups to adjust performance after error making. This explanation 
calls for a direct manipulation of the inter-stimulus interval to explore whether post-error 
response adjustments are similar between ADHD and control groups during a fast stimulus 
presentation rate, but decreases in the ADHD group when stimuli are presented in a slower 
rate.
Another possibility is that deviant post-error processing in ADHD could be shaped by an 
interplay between atypical lateral brain functions and difficulties in regulating the motor 
activation. Many studies have suggested that the left hemisphere is specialized in regulating 
the motor activation state via dopaminergic neurons (Declerck, De Brabander, & Boone, 
2004; Tucker & Williamson, 1984). Consequently, the left hemisphere has to become more 
active especially during the slower stimulus presentation rate to maintain an optimal task 
performance. Given the fact that ADHD groups have a problem in regulating their motor 
activation state during the slower rates, poor task performance including error processing 
might be associated with affected left hemisphere-functioning.
To investigate the contribution of the left and right hemispheres and effort allocation to 
post-error adjustments, we combined two experimental manipulations in a lexical decision 
task: visual hemi-field stimulation tapping brain laterality (Gold, Powell, Xuan, Jiang, & 
Hardy, 2007; Hunter & Brysbaert, 2008) and duration of inter-stimulus interval. The task 
was performed by two groups of adults with lower and higher scores on the ADHD Index 
scale of the Conners’ Adult ADHD Rating Scales (CAARS; Conners, Erhardt, & Sparrow, 
1999). The sample was derived from a normal population. Our selection strategy is based 
on the so-called psychometric trait approach. The approach assumes that clinical ADHD 
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represents the extreme end of a quantitative trait which is normally distributed in the general 
population. Much empirical support for the approach comes from studies showing that self-
reported ADHD symptoms are normally distributed and linked with neurocognitive (Crosbie 
et al., 2013; Mohamed, Börger, Geuze, van der Meere, 2015, 2015b; Polner, Aichert, Macare, 
Costa, & Ettinger, 2015) and genetic factors (Larsson et al., 2012; Nikolas & Burt, 2010). The 
approach provides more insight into potential endophenotypes of ADHD (Polner et al., 2015). 
More interestingly, self-report inattentive (ADHD) symptoms have proven to be associated 
with compromised error processing: normal subjects with higher symptoms had reduced 
amplitudes of error-positivity related potential indicating less awareness of error making, less 
effortful adjustments after noticing an error, and/or absence of the motivational significance 
of the error (Herrmann et al., 2009).
Method 
Participants
Eighty-seven native Dutch or German students from the University of Groningen were 
recruited. Based on their scores on the ADHD Index scale of the Conners’ Adult ADHD 
Rating Scales, participants with scores in the first tertile were classified as a group with lower 
ADHD symptoms (n = 26) and those with scores in the third tertile were classified as a 
group with high ADHD symptoms2 (n = 30). Both groups were right-handed as they scored 
above 40 on the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971). All participants reported 
normal or corrected to normal vision, and no use of medication at least 24 h before their 
participation. Nineteen participants of the high ADHD symptoms group reported a DSM-
ADHD diagnosis. Table 4.1. presents characteristics of both groups.
The Ethics Committee Psychology of the University of Groningen approved the study. 
Participants also gave written informed consent for their participation.
Materials and apparatus
Questionnaires
The ADHD Index scale of the CAARS (Conners et al., 1999) was used to measure self-
reported ADHD symptoms. The scale provides a method to identify adults who are likely 
to be diagnosed with ADHD and has been considered the most reliable and valid scale to 
measure the overall ADHD symptomatology (Conners et al., 1999 and Hudziak et al., 
2005). The ADHD Index scale consists of 12 items covering the four areas of impairments 
(inattention, hyperactivity, impulsivity, and problems with self-concept).
To confirm that the group with high ADHD symptoms had more clinical impairments in 
daily life activities, the Weiss Functional Impairment Rating Scale (WFIRS; NACE, 2014 
and Weiss, 2010) and Executive Function Index Scale (EFI; Spinella, 2005) were applied. The 
WFIRS consisted of 70 items measuring adult’s function across seven domains: family, work, 
learning and school/college, life skills, self-concept, social functioning, and risk taking. The 
2 No proper clinical diagnosis or a standardized interview was made. The “High ADHD Group” represents a group 
of participants scored high on the ADHD index scale within our sample. Therefore, no contradiction with the 
statistical point of view that only 5% of the population is expected to have ADHD
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EFI consists of 27 items distributed over five subscales: Motivational Drive, Organization, 
Impulse Control, Empathy, and Strategic Planning. For the WFIRS, higher scores indicate 
more functional impairments and for the EFI, lower scores indicate poor frontal lobe/
executive functioning. All scales evidenced adequate reliability and validity to estimate 
ADHD symptomatology, functional impairments, and executive functions (Adler et al., 2008; 
Erhardt, Epstein, Conners, Parker, & Sitarenios, 1999; Kooij et al., 2008; Miley & Spinella, 
2006; Spinella, 2005; Weiss, 2010).
Table 4.1. characteristics of the study sample
Variables High ADHD Group Low ADHD Group
Number of participants 
(gender, language) 30 (16 females, 17 Dutch)
26 (15 females, 10 
Dutch)
Age M = 23.33, SD = 3.37 (Min: Max = 19: 31) 
M = 20.30, SD = 1.46 
(Min: Max = 18: 24) two 
subjects are younger 
than 19 years




(15 in adulthood, 4 in 
childhood)
None of the participants
Reporting other disorders 
with DSM diagnosis
Two reported Anxiety, 4 
reported both Anxiety and 
Depression, 3 reported 
Depression, and two 
participants had reading 
disorders during their 
childhood.  
None of the participants
T-score on the ADHD 
Index scale
M = 65.50, SD = 7.73 (Min: 
Max = 55: 85)
M = 40.69, SD = 3.95 
(Min: Max = 32: 45)
Scores on the Edinburgh 
Handedness Inventory
M = 79.09, SD = 19.41
(Min: Max = 42: 100)
M = 84.77, SD = 19.34 
(Min: Max = 41: 100)
Scores on the EFI M = 85.83, SD = 11.17(Min: Max = 52: 104)
M = 103.32, S D = 11.13 
(Min: Max = 85: 143)
Scores on the WFIRS M = 7.35, SD = 3.15 (Min: Max = 1.18: 13.76)
M = 2.53, SD = 1.62 
(Min: Max = 0.44: 7.97)
Note: EFI = Executive Function Index scale; WFIRS = Weiss Functional Impairment Rating 
Scale; High ADHD Group = Participants with scores fall in the third tertile of ADHD index 




A lateralized lexical decision task
The task was conducted on a laptop computer using E-Prime software version 2.0. The 
monitor was antiglare with a resolution of 1024  ×  768 pixels and a refresh rate of 60  Hz. 
Targets and distractors were horizontal letter strings presented bilaterally in lower-case and 
black in colour on a silver background for 150 ms. All letters were displayed in Arial font with 
point size of 14. The target letter string was underlined and presented to either the LVF or the 
RVF, while the distractor (non-underlined letter string) was presented to the opposite visual 
field. The number of letters for the target and the distractor were equal and ranged from 3 to 
5 letters.
The participants were instructed to indicate whether the target was a word or a non-word. 
The task was presented in Dutch (for 27 participants) and in German (for 29 participants) 
matching the participants’ mother language. The innermost edge of each letter-string was 
located at 1.23° to the left or the right side of a central fixation cross-displayed in Arial font 
with 12-point size. The target was presented equally frequently in both visual fields in a semi 
random order. The presentation ratio of target word and target non-word was equal in each 
visual field. For words, half had a high frequency of accuracies (greater than 100 per million) 
and the other half had a low frequency (less than 50 per million) in written and spoken 
language. High and low frequency words were derived from two databases: CELEX (Baayen, 
Piepenbrock, & Gulikers, 1995) and SUBTLEX (Brysbaert & New, 2010 and Brysbaert et al., 
2011). Non-words were generated using Wuggy software (Keuleers & Brysbaert, 2010).
The task had two conditions: a condition with a short inter-stimulus interval of 2000 ms (i.e., 
fast presentation rate condition) that had 384 trials and another with a longer inter-stimulus 
interval of 4200 ms (i.e., slower presentation rate) with 192 trials. Inter-stimulus interval was 
defined as the duration from the offset of one stimulus to the onset of the next stimulus. The 
two conditions combined lasted approximately 30 min.
The lexical decision task has been validated to explore the independent ability of each 
hemisphere to post-error response adjustment. Post-error response adjustments were 
measured as the differences between post-correct trials and post-error trials. Post-error 
response adjustments in left and right visual field were taken to reflect hemispheric asymmetry 
in error processing (Hochman & Eviatar, 2004; 2006; Iacoboni et al., 1997; Kaplan & Zaidel, 
2001; Narr et al., 2003; Zaidel, 1987; Zaidel et al.,1990). Post-error response adjustments 
during fast and slower stimulus presentation rate were taken to reflect the effect of effort 
allocation/state regulation on error processing.
Procedure
The participants were first asked to fill in the questionnaires and to provide information about 
their use of medication, having a diagnosis of ADHD, mood disorders, learning disabilities, 
and/ or visual problems. Thereafter, the participants performed the computerized lexical 
decision task sitting at a table in a dimly lit room. They placed their chins on a chin-rest 
positioned at 57 cm from the monitor. A response box with two buttons was placed between 
the monitor and the chin rest. The participants were instructed to press button ‘1’ with their 
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index fingers if the target was a word and to press button ‘2’ with their middle fingers if the 
target was a non-word. Trials were not followed by feedback. Responses were made with the 
right hand in half of the trials. In the second half of the trials the left hand was used. The 
order of the responding hand and presentation rate conditions were counterbalanced. It was 
emphasized that participants should keep their gaze on the central fixation cross, i.e. without 
turning their gaze away when stimuli appeared. They were instructed to react as fast and 
accurately as possible. Before running the task, practice trials were given until seven out of ten 
consecutive trials were correctly answered.
Data analysis
Differences between the two groups in scores on the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory 
(Oldfield, 1971), the ADHD index of the CAARS, the WFIRS, and the EFI were tested. To 
study the characteristics of errors in both groups, differences between the groups in the 
amount of errors and differences between errors and correct responses in mean Reaction 
Times (RT) in each group were tested.
Mean RT of correct responses following errors and that following correct trials were 
calculated apart for the LVF and RVF in each stimulus presentation rate. The contribution of 
the left hemisphere to post-error processing was investigated by testing whether errors to RVF 
stimuli led to slower performance and/or increased response accuracy on the subsequent 
RVF trials (RVF-RVF trial sequences). In the same manner, the right hemisphere’s post-error 
processing was investigated (the effect of errors in the LVF on the subsequent LVF trials: LVF-
LVF trial sequences). A repeated measure analysis of variance was performed on mean RT. 
The within-subjects factors were correctness (performance after correct trials or performance 
after errors), visual field (LVF-LVF or RVF-RVF trial sequences), and stimulus presentation 
rate (fast or slower rate). To test the group differences in the contribution of each hemisphere 
and state regulation, a between-subjects factor of group (higher or lower ADHD scores) was 
added to the analysis was added to the analysis.
Using a more precise measurement of post-error slowing proposed by Dutilh, van Ravenzwaaij, 
et al. (2012), the effect of state regulation (i.e., stimulus presentation rate) on error processing 
was tested. For each presentation rate, post-error slowing was calculated as the difference in 
correct RT between trials after (E + 1) and before an error (E − 1) for trial sequences where 
two correct trials preceding an error. The effect of brain laterality was not tested because there 
were not enough trial sequences (four trials in a row) presented to the same visual field. The 
mean number of errors was respectively 74 and 32 for the fast and the slower presentation rate. 
A repeated measure analysis of variance was performed on the size of post-error slowing. The 
within subject factor was stimulus presentation rate (fast or slower rate). Group differences 
in the effects of the presentation rate on post-error slowing were tested by adding a between-
subject factor of group (higher or lower ADHD scores) to the analysis.
Relative measures of correct responses following errors and that following correct trials were 
calculated per visual field and presentation rate. In each presentation rate, we applied the 
following equation to estimate post-error accuracy in the LVF: [(number of correct LVF-
trials following LVF-errors/total number of trials following LVF-errors)  ×  100]. Similarly, 
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we estimated post-error accuracy in the RVF. Repeated measure analysis of variance was 
performed on the relative measures of correct responses using the same within- and between-
subject factors as in RT analysis.
Errors proved to be normally distributed in the fast and the slower presentation rate, as 
indicated by Shapiro-Wilk test (S-W = 0.976, df = 54, p = 0.34, for the fast rate and S-W = 0.979, 
df = 54, p = 0.47 for the slower rate). The mean number of RVF-errors followed by RVF-trials 
and the mean number of LVF-errors followed by LVF-trials were respectively 15 and 17 in the 
fast rate and 8 and 9 in the slower rate. In the slower presentation rate, three participants had 
a missing value in one of the visual field conditions. The missing value was replaced by the 
mean scores (RT and correct responses) of the participant.
To test whether the responding hand affects post-error adjustments, repeated measure analysis 
of variance was performed for LVF-LVF, RVF-RVF trial sequences only. The within-subjects 
factors were correctness (performance after correct trials or performance after errors), 
Responding hand (right or left hand), visual field (LVF-LVF or RVF-RVF trial sequences), 
and stimulus presentation rate (fast or slower rate). The between-subjects factor was group 
(higher or lower ADHD scores).
Results
Groups differences in handedness and questionnaires
The two groups did not differ in handedness scores (t(54) = −1.094, p = 0.279). For the ADHD 
Index subscale of the CAARS, the groups showed a significant different levels of ADHD 
symptoms (t(54) = −14.766, p < 0.0001). For the WFIRS and the EFI scale, the group with 
higher ADHD scores demonstrated more functional impairments (t(54) = −7.013, p < 0.0001) 
and reported lower executive functions, (t(54) = 5.851, p < 0.0001) than group with lower 
ADHD scores, see table 4.1.
 Error characteristics
Both groups did not differ in the total amount of errors (p = 0.456), the group with higher 
and lower ADHD symptoms made respectively 110 and 101 errors. In the group with lower 
ADHD scores the RT of errors was slower (M = 772 ms, SD = 94 ms) than correct responses 
(M = 726 ms, SD = 71 ms) (t(25) = −3.631, p = 0.001). In the group with higher ADHD scores 
the RT of errors was similar (M = 723 ms, SD = 120 ms) to correct responses (M = 717 ms, 
SD = 88 ms) (p = 0.622).
Analyses on post-error slowing
In the RVF-RVF trial sequences responses after errors were slower than after correct responses, 
while in the LVF-LVF trial sequences responses after errors were similar to responses after 
correct responses. The repeated measure analysis of variance indicated a significant interaction 
between correctness and visual field (F(1, 54) = 10.807, p = 0.002, η2 = 0.17). In the RVF-
RVF trial sequences, the mean RT after errors and correct responses were respectively 738 ms 
(SD = 88 ms) and 709 ms (SD = 80 ms). In the LVF-LVF trial sequences, the mean RT after 
errors and correct responses were respectively 738 ms (SD = 87 ms) and 740 ms (SD = 92 ms). 
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Differences in post-error slowing between the RVF-RVF and LVF-LVF trial sequences were 
more pronounced in the slower stimulus presentation rate than in the fast rate, as suggested 
by a significant the interaction between correctness, visual field, and stimulus presentation 





































LVF                                 RVF
Low ADHD Group
High ADHD Group
Figure 4.1. Mean reaction times of correct trials following correct and incorrect responses in each visual field and 
presentation rate. Note; Post-correct = RT for correct responses after correct trials; Post-error = RT for correct 
responses after errors; Fast Event Rate = the fast stimulus presentation rate condition; Slow Event Rate = the slower 
stimulus presentation rate condition; High ADHD Group = participants with scores fall in the third w of ADHD 
index scores; Low ADHD Group = participants with scores fall in the first tertile of ADHD index scores; LVF = left 
visual field; RVF = right visual field; Error bars indicate SE values.
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Figure 4.1. shows that both groups differed in post-error slowing (the differences between 
post-correct and post-error trials) in the RVF-RVF trial sequences in the slower presentation 
rate only, while in the LVF-LVF trial sequences groups were similar in both presentation rates. 
This was statistically confirmed by a significant interaction between group, correctness, visual 
field, and stimulus presentation rate (F(1, 54) = 4.134, p = 0.047, η2 = 0.07). No other effects 
were significant (p ≥ 0.52).
Using the more precise measurement of post-error slowing proposed by Dutilh, van 
Ravenzwaaij, et al. (2012), analysis showed that in the slower condition the group with 
lower ADHD scores tended to show increased post-error slowing than the group with 
higher ADHD scores, while in the fast condition both groups were similar. This was 
suggested by a marginally significant interaction between group and stimulus presentation 
rate (F(1, 54) = 3.621, p = 0.06, η2 = 0.06). In the fast condition the mean size of post-error 
slowing in subjects with higher and lower ADHD scores was respectively 23 ms (SD = 37 ms) 
and 20  ms (SD  =  39  ms). In the slower condition the mean size of post-error slowing in 
subjects with higher and lower ADHD scores was respectively 9 ms (SD = 54 ms) and 41 ms 
(SD = 48 ms). Post-hoc analyses indicated that in the slower condition subjects with higher 
ADHD scores had a significantly decreased post-error slowing compared to those with lower 
ADHD scores (t(54) = 2.327, p = 0.024), whereas, in the fast condition no significant group 
difference was found (t(54) = −0.300, p = 0.766).
Analyses on post-error accuracy
During the slower stimulus presentation rate the RVF-RVF performance was more accurate 
after errors (M = 87.06%, SD = 22.99%) compared to performance after correct responses 
(M = 81.04%, SD = 10.67%), while the LVF-LVF performance was similar between trials after 
errors (M = 82.06%, SD = 18.01%) and correct responses (M = 82.19%, SD = 10.18%). In 
contrast, during the fast stimulus presentation rate, response accuracy after errors was similar 
to that after correct responses in each visual field. For the RVF-RVF trial sequences the mean 
post-error and post-correct response accuracy were respectively 85.60% (SD = 14.12%) and 
88.48% (SD = 6.57%). For the LVF-LVF trial sequences the mean post-error and post-correct 
response accuracy were respectively 82.96% (SD = 11.43%) and 82.74% (SD = 7.44%). This 
outcome was supported by a significant interaction between correctness, visual field, and 
stimulus presentation rate (F(1,  54)  =  11.889, p  =  0.001, η2  =  0.18). No other effects were 
significant p  ≥  0.211). With respect to group differences, the interaction between group, 
correctness, visual field, and stimulus presentation rate was not significant, as well as other 
group interactions (p ≥ 0.41). Testing group differences in the RVF-RVF and LVF-LVF trial 
sequences apart showed that, in the RVF-RVF trial sequences subjects with lower ADHD 
scores showed enhanced accuracy after errors (M  =  89.56%, SD  =  7.20%) compared to 
accuracy after correct responses (M = 84.27%, SD = 7.24%), while subjects with higher ADHD 
scores had similar accuracy after errors (M = 84.38%, SD = 15.52%) and correct responses 
(M = 85.16%, SD = 8.14%). This finding was indicated by a marginally significant interaction 
between group and correctness (F(1, 54) = 3.965, p = 0.052, η2 = 0.07). For the LVF-LVF trial 
sequences no group interactions were found (p ≥ 0.15).
The responding hand had no significant interaction with any of the variables: correctness, 
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stimulus presentation rate, visual field, and group (p ≥ 0.291), indicating that our results were 
not confounded by the responding hand.
The aforementioned findings (derived from the analyses on both post-error slowing and 
accuracy) were not substantially changed when testing the differences between the 19 subjects 
who reported ADHD diagnosis and those with lower ADHD scores. Analyses after excluding 
the 19 subjects showed no group differences. This null finding may be caused by low statistical 
power or that clinical cases are mainly responsible for the group differences.
Discussion
The aim of the present study is to investigate the contribution of the left and right hemisphere 
and the regulation of motor activation state via effort allocation to post-error adjustments in 
subjects with lower and higher ADHD symptoms. Analysis on the RT of all errors and correct 
responses suggests that the groups used different strategies to carry out the task. The control 
group with lower ADHD symptoms performed according to the deadline model (Yellott, 
1971). Here, subjects estimate their own deadline needed for stimulus processing, decision 
making and responding. Responses within the deadline have a high probability to be correct. 
When the deadline has passed, stimulus evaluation and decision-making stops and a guess is 
made. Such responses have a high probability to be errors and are by definition slo wer than 
responses made before the deadline. In contrast, reaction times of correct responses and errors 
were roughly equal in the group with high level of ADHD, which might indicate impulsive 
and careless responding. These responses have a probability of 50 percent to be correct. So, a 
certain amount of correct responses is in fact based on guesses. It must be underlined that the 
responses of the group with higher ADHD scores did not conform the accumulation model, 
which assumes that a response is given when a threshold certainty of correctness is passed. 
Responses given before the threshold have a high probability to be inaccurate. This means 
that incorrect responses are faster than correct ones representing a speed-accuracy trade-off 
(Pachella & Pew, 1968). The absence of a speed-accuracy trade of is frequently found in the 
response profile of ADHD, as reviewed by van der Meere (2005).
All in all, there are reasons to assume that the finding that the two groups did not differ 
in the overall number of errors is confounded by the different response strategies used by 
the two groups: part of the correct responses could be seen as correct responses by chance. 
Consequently, groups were different in their error processing, which is the topic of the present 
study.
Hemispheric asymmetry in post-error adjustments and ADHD symptoms
It was found that in control subjects with lower ADHD scores, post-error adjustments 
(response slowing and improved accuracy) occurred when errors were committed towards 
target stimuli presented in the RVF. Errors towards target stimuli presented in the LVF did not 
affect performance. As expected from the literature, post-error adjustments were absent in 
the group with higher ADHD scores, supporting the majority of studies showing that ADHD 
symptomatology is associated with poor post-error adjustments (Balogh & Czobor, 2014). 
However, in a comparable sample to ours, Chang, Davies, and Gavin (2009) investigated error 
monitoring during flanker performance and reported normal post-error slowing in university 
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students with ADHD. It has been shown that during flanker performance the brain responds 
bilaterally to errors (Taylor et al., 2006). This outcome together with the present outcome 
suggests that deviant error processing in ADHD might be more specific to left hemisphere 
dysfunctions.
In addition, the present outcome is consistent with much research that indicates the left 
hemisphere to be more involved in error processing. A study by Hochman et al. (2009), using 
a lateralized lexical decision task, showed left hemisphere dominance for the ERN amplitude 
during error correction. Another study by Swick and Turken (2002) reported that a lesion to 
the left region of Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC) is associated with less corrective behaviours 
and reduced ERN. An fMRI study on error processing and lateralized brain activity using a 
go/no-go task found that the left region of ACC was activated only for errors; while the right 
ACC was activated during correct responses and errors (Lütcke & Frahm, 2008). Stephan et 
al. (2003) indicated that lateralized activity of the ACC, which mediates cognitive control 
processes including error processing, depends on the task type. That is to say, the left ACC 
is more active during a verbal task, while, the right ACC is more active during a visuospatial 
task. This may explain why, in our verbal task, the left hemisphere was more involved in error 
processing.
The present outcome is also in line with behavioural research indicating that post-error slowing 
is more pronounced in the left hemisphere than in the right hemisphere. However, with 
respect to post-error accuracy our outcomes are at odds with outcome of some lateralization 
studies showing a right hemisphere dominance for improving post-error accuracy (Iacoboni 
et al., 1997; Kaplan & Zaidel, 2001; Narr et al., 2003; Stien & Zaidel, 1987; Zaidel et al., 1990). 
Discrepancy in findings might be caused by different experimental settings. For instance, 
some studies used feedback (Kaplan & Zaidel, 2001; Stein & Zaidel, 1987) in which feedback 
was presented in both visual fields implying that the two hemispheres get explicit information 
about the performance (external error processing) and therefore preventing automatic 
detection of error making. In our study, error processing was the result of spontaneous 
error detection (internal error processing). External and internal error processing may have 
different hemispheric involvement. Of more importance is that negative feedback after errors 
loads on the emotional system, which in turn may enhance the right-hemisphere ability to 
compensate for errors (Kaplan & Zaidel, 2001; Luu et al., 2000).
The present study contributes to the issue whether post-error slowing and increased post-
error accuracy reflect the same neural mechanism (Fiehler et al., 2005; Hajcak et al., 2003; 
Hajcak & Simons, 2008; King et al., 2010). In our study, post-error slowing occurred together 
with improved post-error accuracy in the RVF. Therefore, it is suggested that both post-error 
adjustments reflect the same neural mechanism and postulated in the left hemisphere. Here, 
an adaptive mechanism is operational that induces more cautious responses after errors 
in order to improve task performance (error monitoring). In this vein, the outcome of the 
present study does neither support the orienting account (Dutilh, Vandekerckhove, et al., 
2012; Notebaert et al., 2009) nor the idea that post-error slowing attributes to the persistence 
of malfunction process from a previous trial to a current trial (Gehring & Fencsik, 2001; 
Gehring, Goss, Coles, Meyer, & Donchin, 1993).
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State regulation and error monitoring in adults with higher ADHD symptoms
Exploring the independent effect of the presentation rate of stimuli, irrespective of brain 
laterality effects, on error processing indicated that the overall size of post-error slowing, as 
expected from a meta-analysis of Balogh and Czobor (2014), was most pronounced in the 
slower condition in the control group and diminished in the group with high ADHD scores. 
This finding supports the rule of thumb: the slower is the presentation rate, the poorer is the 
cognitive information processing (in the present study: error processing) in subjects with 
high ADHD due to less effort allocation needed to adjust performance after an error.
The finding that subjects with higher ADHD scores showed no post error slowing in the 
condition combining the RVF stimuli with slow stimulus presentation rate supports our 
hypothesis that poor error processing in ADHD is shaped by the interplay of state regulation 
and the left hemisphere-functioning. Given the facts that the left hemisphere is specialized in 
regulating the motor activation state via dopaminergic neurons (Declerck et al., 2004; Tucker 
& Williamson, 1984) and that slower stimulus presentation rates induce low motor activation 
state (van der Meere, 2005; van der Meere et al., 2010), the finding might be interpreted in 
terms of weak left hemisphere functioning to compensate for the low motor activation state.
In sum, findings support the hypothesis that poor cognitive performance in ADHD symptoms 
is associated with state regulation. According to the state regulation theory (Sanders, 1983), 
elementary cognitive processes such as stimulus identification, evaluation and subsequent 
motor reactions are in need for a sufficient amount of energy to fulfil the task requirements. 
The so-called input stages of information processing receive energy from the energetic arousal 
pool. The motor output stages are linked with the energetic activation pool. The energy levels 
in these pools are controlled by a so-called evaluation mechanism. The evaluation mechanism 
monitors whether the elementary cognitive processes receive too much or too little energy 
to function optimally (for reviews see Sonuga-Barke et al., 2010; van der Meere et al., 2010). 
The evaluation mechanism is also responsible for error detection, monitoring and correction 
(Sergeant, 2000). The majority of state regulation studies in ADHD using behavioural 
observations, heart rate variability, event related potentials (reviewed by van der Meere et 
al., 2010) and fMRI (Kooistra et al., 2010; Metin et al., 2015) point into the direction that the 
under-activation is the key. However, the hypothesis is primarily based on characteristics of 
correct responses. By investigating the state regulation factor (effects of stimulus presentation 
rate) during error processing the outcome of the present study supports that the interaction 
between the evaluation mechanism and the motor activation is compromised in ADHD.
One might link error processing to high reaction time variability found in ADHD (Kofler et 
al., 2013). High reaction time variability appears to be specifically related to the slow stimulus 
presentation rates due to difficulty in allocating sufficient effort to moderate the variability in 
the activation level (Metin et al., 2016). This may cause a drop in response preparation and 
leads to diminished post-error response adjustments in ADHD. Unfortunately, in the present 
study we could not investigate group differences in reaction time variability for two main 
reasons. First, the number of trials following errors were not enough to calculate RT variability 
after errors. Second, most errors might possibly have occurred at a specific duration of the 
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task (i.e., at the beginning or the end of the task), which might vary between the participants. 
Given the fact that RT variability is a mean to quantify how a set of data values is fluctuated 
over time, it was difficult to have a precise estimation of RT variability related to errors.
Other methodological considerations
So far, most of the previous studies on error processing focused on children fulfilling the 
ADHD-DSM diagnosis. They show weak error monitoring defined in terms of absence of 
post-error slowing together with reduced error related brain potentials (see review Shiels & 
Hawk, 2010). In adults, the research outcome is less easy to interpret. Three out of four studies 
showed compromised error processing as far as error related brain potentials are concerned. 
However, they failed to find group differences in post-error adjustments (Chang et al., 2009, 
Herrmann et al., 2010; O’Connell et al., 2009; Wiersema et al., 2009). What these studies have 
in common is a relatively fast presentation rate of stimuli. The present study using fast and 
slower stimulus presentation rates found attenuated post-error slowing in adults with higher 
ADHD scores during the slower condition. Unfortunately, no EEG registrations were carried 
out. Consequently, future EEG studies are needed to explore whether poor error processing 
at the performance level during a slow stimulus presentation rate goes hand in hand with 
reduced error related brain potentials in adults with higher level of ADHD symptoms.
Limitation
Lexical performance is impaired in adults with ADHD (Hale et al., 2005), and indeed, several 
studies have provided clear evidence that subjects with ADHD have language impairments 
(Bellani, Moretti, Perlini, & Brambilla, 2011; Bruce, Thernlund, & Nettelbladt, 2006). 
Therefore, deficits in post-error adjustments may be due to lexical problems in ADHD rather 
than error processing or at least confound the present findings. Having said that, adults 
with higher and lower ADHD symptoms perform equally well in the fast presentation rate 
condition indicating the language impairments did not play a role in post-error adjustments. 
Although participants refrained from using medication at least 24 h before their participation, 
the effect of medication on performance cannot be ruled out. In addition, there might have 
been hidden comorbidities (Wolf, 2001), especially in the 19 participants who reported a DSM 
diagnosis of ADHD, which may confound the present findings and limits its generalizability.
Conclusion
The present behavioural study found that adults with higher level of ADHD symptoms have 
attenuated post-error response adjustments. In adults with higher level of ADHD symptoms, 
the left hemisphere ability to compensate for errors by slowing down responses to improve 
performance on a subsequent trial seems to be affected, particularly when extra effort 
allocation is needed to optimize the motor activation state.
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General discussion
Overview of studies
The aim of the thesis was to investigate the relationship between brain laterality, interhemispheric 
interaction and adult ADHD related problems from the dimensional perspective. To this end, 
students completed questionnaires designed for detection of ADHD symptoms in adulthood. 
T-scores were derived to compare the individual’s responses to adult population norms. The 
scores were transformed from raw scores and have a mean of 50 and standard deviation of 
10 (Conners, Erhardt, & Sparrow, 1999). The scores were used to test how ADHD severity 
is associated with valid behavioral indices of brain laterality, interhemispheric interaction, 
state regulation, and error-processing. It appeared that all these behavioral indices as well 
as scores on the self-reported ADHD scales were normally distributed. Consequently, we 
used dimensional analyses such as regression analysis with ADHD scores as a continuous 
independent variable and as a covariate in repeated measures analysis of variance.
The main finding of study 1 is that only the combination of ADHD symptoms, especially 
hyperactivity, and stress is associated with fast interhemispheric interaction. According to 
Banich and Belger (1990), fast interhemispheric interaction may mirror compromised 
laterality. This said, the result is not easy to interpret because we do not know the direction 
of the cause between hyperactivity and stress: is stress causing ADHD symptoms, or is 
involuntary ADHD-like behavior causing stress? Nevertheless, returning to the subject of the 
thesis, it must be underlined that self-reported ADHD symptoms were not associated with the 
interhemispheric interaction index. Therefore, it might be safe to conclude that ADHD does 
not influence interhemispheric interaction. This conclusion is in accord with the outcome of 
the few available behavioral studies on clinical cases with ADHD (Amano, 2002; Brown & 
Vickers, 2004; Hagelthorn, 1998; Rolfe, Kirk, & Waldie, 2007). The conclusion is also in accord 
with the outcome of so-called structural studies on ADHD. Here, structural abnormalities 
in the corpus callosum are observed mostly in children (Cao et al., 2010; for meta-analytic 
reviews, see Chen et al., 2016; Hutchinson, Mathias, & Banich, 2008; Valera, Faraone, Murray, 
& Seidman, 2007), but not in adults (Dramsdahl, 2011; Dramsdahl Westerhausen, Haavik, 
Hugdahl, & Plessen, 2012; Onnink et al., 2013). Consequently, in contrast to children, adults 
with ADHD may have a matured corpus callosum with sufficient intact interhemispheric 
connections. However, there is little data from adult ADHD and future studies are required 
to investigate interhemispheric connections in adults (Luders et al., 2009; for review see, 
Schneider, Retz, Coogan, Thome, & Rösler, 2006)
One might argue that fast interhemispheric interaction could be seen as a physiological 
stress response. The brain has to cope with stress. Successful coping is promoted by increased 
interhemispheric interaction (activation/inhibition) between left and right prefrontal cortices 
(for reviews, see Sullivan, 2004; Cerqueira, Almeida, & Sousa, 2008), which is the main 
function of the callosal genu (an area located in the anterior part of the corpus callosum). It 
is worthwhile to mention that in some studies the callosal genu was found to be smaller in 
subjects with ADHD (Hynd et al., 1995; Luders et al., 2009). In this vein, stress may explain, 
to some extent, poor high order cognitive functions in ADHD. This statement supports the 
idea that ADHD is a stress-related disorder (Grosswald, 2013).
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Another interpretation of why the combination of ADHD symptoms and stress is associated 
with fast interhemispheric interaction is that adults with ADHD often complain that their 
head is full and unquiet. Stress increases this problem by loading the brain with extra stimuli 
and irrelevant thoughts. Thus, whereas ADHD symptoms on their own may not be related to 
interhemispheric interaction in normal conditions, in conditions of stress it might.
Study 2 showed no dimensional relation between brain laterality and the severity of self-
reported ADHD symptoms. However, the categorical approach contrasting participants 
with ADHD scores at the low and the high end of the distribution led to a different result. 
Inattentive symptoms (independent from depression, anxiety, and stress symptoms) showed 
an association with compromised brain laterality (i.e., poor right hemisphere processing 
of visuospatial information). This latter outcome is in line with the majority of structural 
and functional laterality studies in clinical cases with ADHD (Carter, Krener, Chaderjian, 
Northcutt, & Wolfe, 1995; Frodl & Skokauskas, 2012; Hart, Radua, Nakao, Mataix-Cols, & 
Rubia, 2013; Poynter, Ingram, & Minor, 2010; Sandson, Bachna, & Morin, 2000; Song & 
Hakoda, 2012; Valera et al., 2007). 
The outcome of study 2 suggests that the right hemisphere dysfunction theory may hold only 
for clinical cases with ADHD. Note: a proportion of participants with high scores on ADHD 
scales may suffer from clinical ADHD or other mental problems. As the right hemisphere 
dysfunction seems to be an inherent feature of many psychiatric syndromes such as 
Schizophrenia, Bipolar Disorder, Depression, Asperger syndrome, and Nonverbal Learning 
Disabilities (Chakrabarty, Sarkar, Chatterjee, Ghosal, Guha, & Deogaonkar, 2014; Gold, & 
Faust, 2010; Spreen, 2011; Rocca, Heuvel, Caetano, & Lafer, 2009), one might argue that right 
hemisphere dysfunction is not specific to ADHD. Future research might sort out in what 
kind of task-specific areas of the right hemisphere show deviant functioning in ADHD, using 
advanced techniques such as fMRI.
Study 3 underscored the role of deficient left hemisphere-functioning in ADHD, the decreased 
left hemisphere processing appeared to be associated with state regulation difficulty and the 
severity of ADHD symptoms. This implies that the state regulation deficit might be seen as a 
core deficit in ADHD because it is related to the continuous dimension of ADHD symptoms. 
Moreover, previous clinical studies have shown that poor task performance of children with 
ADHD is related to poor effortful/ energetic state control and such a deficit persists in adult 
ADHD (Wiersema, van der Meere, Antrop, & Roeyers, 2006).
Study 4 compared error processing in participants with higher and lower ADHD scores on 
a self-report scale. Geburek, Rist, Gediga, Stroux, and Pedersen (2013) argued that “error 
monitoring can be viewed as part of the self-monitoring of one’s own behavior, enabling an 
individual to evaluate his own response regarding an actual demand, recognize a potential 
error and adjust his response to prevent further errors. As making careless mistakes is at 
the heart of the ADHD syndrome, we may expect dysfunctions in the neurocognitive 
processes underlying error monitoring in many situations”. Results of study 4 indicated that 
adults with more severe ADHD symptoms have impaired error monitoring. The results of 
post-error response latency and accuracy are partly consistent with the outcome of a meta-
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analytic review by Geburek et al. (2013), showing a deficit in the conscious recognition of 
an erroneous response in ADHD. In the meta-analysis, electrophysiological and behavioral 
indices of error monitoring were compared in adolescent and adult samples with ADHD 
and healthy controls. The electrophysiological indices were error negativity (Ne) and error 
positivity (Pe). The behavioral indices were reaction time measures of correct responses and 
errors and error rates on Go/No-go and flanker tasks. Although the meta-analysis was done 
on heterogeneous data, it was concluded that a deficit in error monitoring and response 
inhibition control is a central feature of ADHD because results of their behavioral measures 
of inhibition correspond with the model of Barkley (1997). However, evidence in contrast to 
this conclusion comes from our results showing that impaired error monitoring was confined 
to the task condition that requires extra effort allocation and left hemisphere processing only. 
In addition, the impairment was expressed in a different behavioral measure (choice reaction 
time task), which does not tap response inhibition in a strict sense. 
 In contrast to adults who have more severe ADHD symptoms, healthy adults with low ADHD 
symptoms increased their ability to monitor errors and showed a dominant role of the left 
hemisphere when extra effort allocation is needed to complete lexical decision performance. 
This finding is indirectly supported by meta-analyses of Metin et al. (2012) and Balogh and 
Czobor (2014), implying that error processing increases as a function of increased effort 
allocation. The finding is also consistent with the evidence, proposed by Hochman, Eviatar, 
Barnea, Zaaroor, and Zaidel (2011), showing that the left hemisphere is sub-serving error 
monitoring; however, the authors discussed a possibility that error processing is complex 
routine, which may involve several mechanisms, each controlled by a different hemisphere. 
All in all, results of study 4 emphasized the involvement of the left hemisphere functioning and 
state regulation in error monitoring deficit in adult who have more severe ADHD symptoms 
measured by a self-report questionnaire.
Integrating the results and conclusion
To what extent do lateral brain functions (left and right hemisphere-functioning) and 
interhemispheric interaction contribute to the severity of ADHD symptoms and related 
problems? Studies presented in the thesis are conducted to address this question. In the 
following paragraph, we compare results of the studies and characterize the impact of each.
Results from study 1 suggest that there is no contribution of interhemispheric interaction 
to the severity of ADHD symptoms. A weak relation with a small effect size (R2 = .10) only 
appears after considering comorbid stress factor. Results from study 2 suggest that also the left 
and right hemisphere-functioning do not contribute to the severity of ADHD symptoms as 
far as ADHD index, inattention, hyperactivity and impulsivity measures are only of concern. 
This was statistically confirmed by negligible effect size of the relationship between severity of 
ADHD symptoms and laterality indices (R2 = .06). So, the concept of brain laterality as such 
seems not to be related with self-reported ADHD symptoms. The picture becomes different 
when brain laterality is combined with state regulation. As shown in study 3, when effort 
allocation was manipulated the left hemisphere processing of words becomes compromised 
with a medium negative effect on the severity of ADHD symptoms (η2 = .13). Evidence in 
favor of this suggestion comes from study 4, which showed problems to adjust responses 
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after errors, i.e., slowing down with more accurate responses, (η2 = .07) when combining 
effort allocation with ADHD symptoms. This was interpreted as a medium effect of the left 
hemisphere dysfunction. Please note. For interpreting the magnitude of effect sizes, we used 
the guidelines of Cohen (1988).
All in all, with a medium effect, the state regulation hypothesis in ADHD seems to be a 
more promising candidate to explain ADHD symptomatology compared to the laterality 
hypothesis. That is to say, the traditional indices of ADHD, namely, inattention, impulsivity 
and hyperactivity are dimensionally linked with poor task performance and abnormal 
laterality when effort allocation is needed. Therefore, the traditional indices could be seen as 
an epiphenomenon of the state regulation dysfunction. 
Arrived at this point, several important questions emerging with respect to state regulation. 
Question 1. What is the contribution of the thesis to the model? 
To answer this question, the model is shortly explained first. For extensive reviews the reader 
is referred to van der Meere (2005) and Sergeant (2005). According to the state regulation 
model, originally developed by Sanders model (1983; 1998), the efficiency of information 
processing is based on three levels. Using a metaphor, the first level could be seen as the 
engine of cognition consisting out of a sequence of processing steps starting from stimulus 
input to giving a motor response: level 1. The engine needs fuel. Sanders formulated two fuel 
resources (arousal linked with input processes and activation linked with output processes) 
that are under command of the effort mechanism. The three energetic pools together form 
the so-called energetic mechanism: level 2. The third level is a management or evaluation 
mechanism associated with planning, self-monitoring, error-detection, and error-correction.
Armed with the Sanders model, previous research focused on clinical samples (children 
and adults) indicated that especially the activation/effort level is compromised in ADHD: 
subjects fail to compensate for their sub-optimal low activation state due to insufficient 
effort allocation (see reviews, see van der Meere, 2005; van der Meere, Börger, & Wiersema, 
2010). The first contribution of the thesis to the compromised state regulation theory in 
ADHD is that the state regulation deficit is also found in a non-clinical sample with ADHD 
symptomatology (study 3 and study 4). The second contribution of the thesis is as follows. 
As discussed by van der Meere, Börger and Wiersema (2010) it remained unclear whether 
the state regulation deficit is located at the motor activation/effort level (level 2), or located 
at the management/evaluation level (level 3). The results of study 4 indicate that the deficit 
is located at the activation/effort level because the ability of error monitoring decreases only 
when subjects with ADHD symptomatology become under-activated. The conclusion of the 
thesis that ADHD symptomatology is more linked with compromised motor activation/effort 
is supported by an EEG evidence showing a decreased Contingent Negative Variation (CNV) 
amplitude in ADHD, reflecting motor readiness (Banaschewski et al., 2003; Mayer, Wyckoff, 
& Strehl, 2015; Valko et al., 2009; Van Leeuwen et al., 1998).
Question 2. Does the state regulation model explain all of ADHD symptoms? Again, as stated 
earlier, the state regulation indices associated with the ADHD symptoms. But, the issue has 
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been thoughtfully addressed by Johnson, Wiersema, and Kuntsi (2009). The authors consider 
the severity of ADHD symptoms to be dependent on energetic resources and task demands. 
Inattention symptoms may arise from boring and slow tasks, and the impulsive or hyperactive 
symptoms may result from a compensation mechanism to increase self-stimulation (see also 
Börger & van der Meere, 2000). 
Question 3. What is the relation between the state regulation model and the most popular 
models in ADHD? The most popular model in the field is the response inhibition model 
(Barkley, 1997). Admittedly, many studies have shown that subjects with ADHD are poor 
response inhibitors. However, as reviewed by Willcutt et al., (2005) effect sizes are small and 
findings are not specific to ADHD. Moreover, the response inhibition hypothesis of Barkley 
is challenged because of the repeated finding showing that the quality of response inhibition 
in ADHD is dependent on the motor activation state (see for instance the meta-analysis of 
Metin et al., 2012). 
Another model, delay aversion model (Sonuga-Barke, 2002), proposes that subjects with 
ADHD have greater sensitivity to delay compared to typical subjects. That is to say, ADHD 
subjects focus their attention on environmental elements that enable them to avoid their 
subjective experience of delay. For example, subjects with ADHD tend to choose smaller 
sooner reward over larger delayed reward. Symptoms of inattention and hyperactivity reflect 
an attempt to create stimulation in a way to alter their subjective experience of delay. With 
respect to the issue of how state regulation is related to delay aversion, it is important to remark 
that one of the core findings of the state regulation model, namely poor task performance 
during a slow event rate could be explained otherwise by the delay aversion theory. The delay 
aversion model predicts that the slower the stimulus presentation rate is, the more delay is 
experienced, and the greater tendency to shorten their waiting for the next stimulus by giving 
a late response. This, in turn, leads to a linear performance decline as a function of the length 
of the experienced delay (Sonuga-Barke, Wiersema, van der Meere, & Roeyers, 2010). 
The discrepancy in interpretation between the state regulation and the delay aversion model 
resulted in a set of head to head studies between the two models. Some results were in favor of 
the delay aversion model, but far the majority of findings were in favor of the state regulation 
hypothesis (Buyck & Wiersema, 2014; Metin et al., 2013; Metin et al., 2015; Metin et al., 2016).
Question 4. What are the weak points of the state regulation model? 
Recent reviews have formulated a few challenges with respect to the state regulation model 
(Johnson, Wiersema, & Kuntsi, 2009; Sonuga-Barke, Wiersema, van der Meere, & Roeyers, 
2010). One of the most important issues is to find evidence for a structural or physiological 
basis for activation and arousal concepts as used by Sanders (1998) and originally defined by 
Pribram and McGuinness in 1975. According to Tucker and Williamson (1984) the motor 
activation state involves the dopaminergic regulation, sub-served by the left hemisphere, 
which evokes a tonic level of brain activity to support motor readiness (required for executing 
actions) and internally-directed attention in vigilance. In contrast, the arousal state sub-served 
by the right hemisphere involves noradrenergic pathways, which mediates a phasic brain 
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response to perceptual input and externally-directed attention (i.e., perception of reward, 
novel and repetitive stimuli). Since then, the two states have been used to explain lateral 
asymmetries in attentional (first level), motivational (second level), and cognitive control 
(the third level) in psychopathology (see, Nigg, Hinshaw, & Huang-Pollock, 2006). However, 
research on distinct anatomical bases for arousal and activation states is still ongoing and no 
clear conclusion can be drawn (Barry et al., 2015; Damanpak, Mokhtari, & Mousavi, 2014). 
In fact, the lateralization of motor activation and arousal state has been questioned with the 
argument that each hemisphere mediates both energetic states (see, Tucker, 2011; Tucker, 
2008). According to this recent view, it is not simply left-activation and right arousal, but also 
anterior and posterior systems are involved: the anterior cortical system facilitates the motor 
activation, while the posterior cortical system modulates arousal (see, Duff, 2014; Tucker, 
2011). 
The present studies of the thesis did not investigate the contribution of anterior and 
posterior cortical brain systems; hence, the contribution of these systems cannot be ruled 
out. Nevertheless, the outcome appears overall to be in favor of less efficient left-lateralized 
motor activation with increasing ADHD symptomatology. Having said that, it remains 
difficult to provide a definite answer to the question whether poor performance in ADHD is 
exclusively caused by the activation or arousal state at the moment. From this perspective, a 
recent study by Metin et al. (2016) is of importance. They showed that a deficiency in arousal 
regulation (by means of environmental stimulation, i.e., pink noise) may contribute to ADHD 
pathogenesis. Combining the Metin study (2016) and the results of our studies 3 and 4 it 
might be suggested that both impairments in arousal and activation regulation are involved 
in the ADHD psychopathology. All in all, experimental designs have so far been exclusively 
focused on either arousal or activation. The time is ripe to set up experimental designs tapping 
arousal and activation to explore the independent roles of the two energetic pools in ADHD 
symptomatology. 
Another challenge is that the exact operational definition of effort is not clear. Notwithstanding 
the fact that research is devoted to this subject. For instance, recently, the effort concept as 
originally used by Sanders has been linked with lactate supply (see, Killeen, 2013; Killeen, 
Russell, &Sergeant, 2013). Another promising evolution of the model is the link between 
effort allocation and its counterforce the Default Mode Network (Metin et al., 2015). Time 
will tell to what extent the effort concept could be indexed by neural parameters.
The Sanders model has also been linked to the concepts of top-down and bottom-up 
information processes in ADHD. The first refers to higher-order cognitive operations needed 
to select, execute and maintain optimal response strategies and progress toward a goal. The 
second is considered to be state related (Krawczyk, 2002; for reviews, see Nigg & Barkley, 
2014; Sergeant, Geurt, Huijbregts, Scheres, & Oosterlaan, 2003). According to Nigg (2009) 
and Martel, von Eye, and Nigg (2010) bottom-up processes reflect behaviors that do not 
demand conscious mental resources and are heavily influenced by immediate incentive or 
affective response. These processes might be influenced by the presence of stressors (e.g., 
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There is evidence that ADHD is related to poor top-down processing (Dramsdahl, 2011; 
Friedman-Hill, Wagman, Gex, Pine, Leibenluft, & Ungerleider, 2010; Robert, Milich, & 
Barkley, 2015). Also, the outcome of the present thesis might support impaired top-down 
processing, because complex tasks require higher order control, and indeed we found a 
relationship between ADHD symptoms and cognitive performance during complex tasks 
(verbal tasks in study 3 and 4), but not during simple tasks (verbal tasks in study 1 and 2). 
However, the relationship was found only during the condition with a slow presentation rate 
underlining the bottom up factor. Future research is needed to pinpoint more precisely the 
interplay between bottom -up and top down processes in ADHD.  
Methodological considerations
It is well-recognized that the relationships between structural and functional measures of the 
human brain is largely unknown (Fears et al., 2015, Yang, Qiu, Wang, Liu, & Zuo, 2016). In 
ADHD research, many studies reported neuroanatomical alterations without having a direct 
link with the behavioral consequences. Thus, identifying brain–behavior associations are 
very welcome in our field. The thesis outcome confined itself to behavioral measures. It is 
obvious that future research on laterality and state regulation should incorporate behavioral, 
psychophysiological, and neuroimaging methodologies to extend our understanding of brain–
behavior associations in ADHD (Anderson, Anderson, Northam, Jacobs, & Mikiewicz, 2002; 
Semrud-Clikeman et al., 2000). However, using neuroimaging and physiological measures 
may influence real natural performance, eliciting questions about its ecological validity. 
Furthermore, practically speaking combining behavioral and neuroimaging methodology 
involves costly equipment and is more time consuming in terms of experimental preparation 
and testing participants.
Another methodological issue concerns the question what is a fast, medium and slow event 
rate? As has been discussed earlier (Kuntsi, Wood, van der Meere, & Asherson, 2009; Laurie-
Rose, Bennett-Murphy, Curtnindale, Granger, & Walker, 2005), this depends on factors such 
as age and type of task. In our study 3 and 4, no effect on task performance was found for 
the fast event rate. It can be argued that the fast event rate was not fast enough to induce 
over-activation in the students or that all students, including those with high degree of self-
reported ADHD symptoms are easily able to decrease their motor activation to the optimal 
level required for efficient task performance. Consequently, studies using even faster event 
rates are needed to obtain a straightforward conclusion.
A final issue concerns the ecological validity of the medium effects of state regulation on 
reaction time performance. To address this issue correlations were calculated between the 
reaction time data and data obtained from ecological valid tests: 1) academic achievement 
(Grade Point Average; GPA scores), 2) functional impairments in major life domains of 
family, work, learning and school/college, life skills, self-concept, social functioning, and risk 
taking (scores on the Weiss Functional Impairment Rating Scale; NACE, 2014; Weiss, 2010), 
and 3) executive functions in daily life contexts (scores on the Executive Function Index Scale; 
Spinella, 2005).  Results, not presented in the four studies, are summarized as follows:
 The sample of study 3 showed a moderate correlation between executive functioning and the 
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left hemisphere processing of words at a slow stimulus presentation rate (n = 77, r = .249, p = 
.029): subjects with more severe ADHD symptoms and decreased left hemisphere processing 
manifested decreased executive functioning in daily life contexts. The sample of study 4 
showed a moderate correlation between functional impairments in daily life and post-error 
slowing for RVF stimuli presented at slower rate (n = 56, r = -.272, p = .043): subjects with 
more severe ADHD symptoms and decreased post-error slowing demonstrate more daily life 
functional impairments. Correlation tests also showed significant relations between scores 
the ADHD index scale and both scores on the WFIRS (n = 84, r = .71, p ≤. 005) and scores 
on the EFI scales (n = 84, r = .60, p ≤ . 005): higher ADHD scores were associated with more 
functional impairments and reduced executive functions in daily life context.
All in all, the moderate relations between experimental performance and self-reported daily 
life problems indicated that our laboratory outcome has ecological relevance. 
Limitations
Studying university students has disadvantages and advantages at the same time. On one 
hand, adults with high levels of ADHD symptoms who attend college display higher ability 
levels and greater academic success and more sophisticated compensatory skills relative to 
the typical adult ADHD population (Chang, Davies, & Gavin, 2009). Put in other words, on 
the one hand our sample may represent a subgroup in the overall adult ADHD population, 
and consequently the outcome of studying such a sample may not be generalized. On the 
other hand, studying such a sample may be advantageous, because it reduces the inter-subject 
variability in many factors such as IQ and co-existing disorders such as conduct disorder. 
Thus, a purer impact of ADHD can be observed. However, college life is known to be stressful 
and students may experience mood disturbances (i.e., anxiety and depression) caused by a 
challenging academic environment. This may trigger ADHD symptoms in individuals who 
are vulnerable to develop certain mental disorders (Eberhart, Auerbach, Bigda, Peyton, & 
Abela, 2011; Ingram & Luxton, 2005).
In the present thesis, we studied right handers only. It is well-known that the pattern of 
lateralization is affected by handedness, for example non-right-handers tend to have less 
lateralized brain functions (Beaumont, 2008; Lust et al., 2011; Willems & Francks, 2014). 
In this way, limiting our data to right handers may help to minimize variation in laterality 
caused by handedness factor. However, Rodriguez et al. (2010) found that mixed-handedness 
was associated with greater severity of ADHD symptoms and greater likelihood of having 
language, scholastic, and mental health problems. This calls for future research to estimate 
the effect of handedness on the relationship between ADHD severity and lateral dysfunctions. 
Samples of study 1 and study 2 include more females than males. In study 3 and 4, we controlled 
for gender factor. As mentioned earlier, meta-analytic reviews indicated that the prevalence 
rate of ADHD is higher in males than in females, and that there are gender differences in 
cognitive impairments (Gershon & Gershon, 2002; Simon, Czobor, Bálint, Mészáros, & 
Bitter, 2009), and lateralized brain functions (Kret &DeGelder, 2012; Tomasi & Volkow, 2012; 
Herlitz & Lovén, 2013). The outcomes of study 1 and study 2 need a replication examining 
effects of gender in a sample with equal gender distribution. Nevertheless, the CAARS scores 
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The present thesis aimed to address functional brain laterality in adulthood ADHD 
symptomatology from the dimensional approach. The dimensional approach assumes that 
the reported degrees of ADHD problems should be normally distributed. Adults scoring at 
the high end of ADHD scales might be diagnosed with ADHD. To this end, we explored the 
associations between brain laterality and interhemispheric interaction and severity of ADHD 
symptoms in adults. Results showed no relationships between interhemispheric interaction 
speed and severity of ADHD symptoms (inattention, hyperactivity, and/or impulsivity). With 
respect to brain laterality, no relationships between the right and left hemisphere-functioning 
and severity of ADHD symptoms were found; however, comparing adults with lower and 
higher level of ADHD symptoms showed that adults with higher level of inattention had poor 
right hemisphere processing. Manipulating state regulation, by varying stimulus presentation 
rates, revealed that the severity of ADHD symptoms and inefficient error monitoring were 
associated, with a medium effect, with poor left hemisphere processing. These findings 
underline the role of atypical brain laterality in heterogeneous ADHD symptoms in adults. 
The localization of lateralized brain dysfunctions seems to depend on the nature of ADHD 
problems and task requirements: in less demanding tasks, inattentive symptoms associate with 
poor right hemisphere functioning, while in more demanding tasks deficits in state regulation 
and error monitoring are linked with poor left hemisphere functioning. With respect to 
the question to what extent lateral brain functions (left and right hemisphere-functioning) 
contribute to the severity of ADHD symptoms, it might be concluded that both the left and 
the right hemisphere are involved in ADHD, depending on task requirements and co-existing 
ADHD-problems. However, more research is still needed to confirm this conclusion.
All in all, the dimensional approach appears promising for ADHD, the findings are consistent 
with clinical studies reporting that symptoms of ADHD are associated with problems in state 




De kernsymptomatologie van Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) (zwakke 
concentratie, impulsiviteit en over-beweeglijkheid) werd bij volwassenen (studenten) 
onderzocht vanuit een dimensionele benadering. De onderzoeksstrategie was de volgende. 
Participanten vulden diverse vragenlijsten in, gericht op ADHD symptomen. Conform de 
dimensionele benadering bleken de scores op bedoelde lijsten min of meer normaal verdeeld 
te zijn. Scores werden in verband gebracht met de snelheid van informatie – overdracht tussen 
beide hersenhelften (studie 1), hersenlateralisatie (studie 2), regulatie van de motorische 
activatie via de inzet van extra energie (studie 3) en zelfmonitoring. Het laatste is gedefinieerd 
als het bewust worden van een eigen fout en heeft tot doel toekomstige fouten te vermijden 
(studie 4).  
Studies 1 en 2 geven aan dat er geen verband bestaat tussen de kernsymptomen van ADHD 
en hersenlateralisatie en snelheid van informatie overdracht tussen de hersenhelften. Wel zijn 
er aanwijzingen dat aandachtsprocessen bij volwassenen met de hoogste ADHD scores de 
rechter hersenhelft minder optimaal functioneren  dan bij volwassenen met de laagste ADHD 
scores (de categoriale benadering). 
Studies 3 en 4 geven aan dat naarmate de ADHD scores hoger worden, het reguleren van de 
motorische activatie via extra energietoekenning gebrekkig verloopt, aldus het jargon van de 
modelvoering. Dit geldt met name wanneer stimuli visueel rechts worden aangeboden en de 
aanbiedingssnelheid van die stimuli traag is. Bovendien verloopt onder die omstandigheden 
ook het zelf-monitoring minder optimaal. De bevindingen van studies 3 en 4 onderstrepen de 
rol van atypische lateralisatie van de hersenen in relatie tot de ADHD symptomen. 
Geconcludeerd kan worden dat de linker hersenhelft dysfuncties vertoont die  verband houden 
met de ADHD-symptomatologie. Echter, rechter hemisfeer dysfuncties zijn niet uitgesloten, 
dus is meer onderzoek nodig op dit gebied. Al met al lijkt de dimensionele benadering voor 
ADHD veelbelovend: de bevindingen komen overeen met klinische studies die rapporteerden 
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